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able to influence the quality of milk
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—Rural World.
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The aim of all producers of milk, but
what wi! 1
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to visit this farm
on of a ret,ent dairy testing
»
and ^ !°ok over
°De of
in
-nay
7 * day· And b* tbe
τ.
4X0 eothueiastic and off
seriously in their milk Produot*°°
active members of one of the best dairv cause
they had access to
the ,tate· Thle fact
quantity of sour apples. The Pope farm
are
they
Kood
always fed large quantities of apples
DOt be a cauee of their and has considered them good feed.
it
is
but
successin
m,°e °Pe™li««.
Windfalls are of course of much smalloue of the means which they employ to er feeding value than mature apples, unmt e their farming profitable.
less it should happen that the »PP,®e are
preeent time the younger Mr. considerably matured before they fall.
κ
nn, by reason of his years, is the It would hardly be wise to feed many ot
maaa«er ο' the operations the early droppings from the apple tree·
During my recent short when the growing apple is small and
ι
visit he gave me the keenest pleasure bv
and
that feeding■ of any
F
exhibiting their excellent crops
their fine stock.
be
noticed
One of the first crops to
was their clover.
When I saw it thev food value but for its stimulating effects.
had two fields of this excellent forage Apples are by every authority
rop in mwen which were the pride of ed beneficial for human beings to eat
g firet cr°P had been regularly, but we all know that when
κ
° tield"' more than two we eat too
many or when
"d there was promise some extent in unripe applee
»
or as m
mnch for the second crop. The often a disastrous effect. The old story
»
clover was standing when Uawitprob about Jobooy and tbe gre.» appl·
°Γ *"tMa iDCheS hi*h and eood one to remember when feemng
Tb. 00.. certainly
CO...
Lesïie E. Mclntire of Waterford, him- nhould not be allowed to ton lo ian orsaid
ot good hay,
chard and gorge themselves wit η sour
Û V*® *row"
that he thought he had some good clover
applee. They would be more than likebut he guessed that Mr. Dunn's beat it ly to have a disastrous effect.
Mr. Mclntire, however, is a modest man
This is where the trouble usual y
when it comes to making claims
co„„,, in wbeo tbere i. a dlWeeable
Along with their clover, the Dunns experience with apples eaten by the
are proud of their corn, and with good
A handful of fairly good apples
The* are r»'»'ug eight acres of but not tit for any other purpose might
sweet corn for the canning factory well be fed to the cows once a day for
which promises to net them big returns tw., or three days; then a few more as
bave seeded down, the tories increa^ in number and im·
C?rn they
with the last cultivation, to clover and prove
quality. Tbe, .boold .«mo ate
of
timothy As this did not make a very
aod do the co«a »
good catch, possibly because of the verv good. Our experience has been that un
some
more
ory summer they will put in
marketable apples do the_
seed when the corn has been taken off when fed to the hogs but Ibehevethat
"et
into the ground with the cows ought to bave a few of what
aweeder. W hether this will work bet- ever
good things the farm is able to proter than waiting until spring, putting 1o dace.—Maine Farmer.
a
lot of seed and setting it in with
A Bull as a Farm Worker
a heavy roller, the method recommended
by some, will be practically determined
C. S. French, a neighbor of mine, who
by this experiment. They believe that i· a successful dairy farmer, believes he
w
get a Kood start this fall has solved the problem of what to do
and will carry over the winter the with the vicious bull. This ΡΓϋ1>ΐ0πι
* g°°d °Γ°Ρ growth next became rather acute in this
a
summer
year or so ago, after one men had been
the
that
here
I want to say right
irored to death, and several othersbad
Dunns believe thoroughly in the early been
injured by encounters with vie oue
the
in
and
of
the
hay crop,
harvesting
Mr. French concluded that if his
bulls
secure
method
that
of
bay
they
practice
bull were kept constantly penned in a
is
true
this
of high quality.
Especially
box stall, fed stimulating rations» and
This was cut never allowed any exercise »avethat to
'n regard to their clover.
June
of
the
last
field
in
one
days
early
be had by stamping about in the stail be
the very flrNt d»y·of would become vicious, too. ιe°
July. This early cntting will also give triving the head of his herd daily walkthem a much bigger second crop than it
exercise, and finally a young man
would be possible to secure from the employed on the place experimented
rowen following a late cutting.
with riding the animal. This
Of course this farm raises a good success, and then it occurred to them
to
is
fed
amount of ensilage corn which
that he might be harnessed and worked.
he milch cows in a tine herd of twenty- So a local harness maker was aPPealed
live pure bred Ayrshire*.
to and he fitted out the Guernsey with a
The high quality and excellent breed- strong harness, using a large horse colwork
aud
the
this
stock
of
profitable
ing
lar inverted as the foundation piece.
of the cows gives this farm the right to Tbe bull wan tiret bitched tu a dump
be considered one of the fine dairy farms cart and used for haulinglmanure and
of Oxford County. When I visited this similar
jobs about the place. He sub"" ,hftr" wa" " barn full
of fine cows
mitted to this quite gracefully, and finalmost of which were young animale and
ly Mr. French bitched him to a onemost of which also were bred and raised horse corn cultivator, and he did as good
At the present there a
on this farm.
job as any horse on the place, stepping
stands at the head of this herd a fine along the rows almost as rapidly. The
young bull. Prince of Norway, 12,427, next step was to break him to work
which the Dunns bought fron» the fam- double, a horse being used to complete
ous Ayrshire stock farm of Matthew the
team, aud in this fashion it is comUanua, in Brownville, Vermont. The mon now to see the bull driven into
Dunns have not been working for any Salem and along the coantry roads herehigh producing records, but they have a abouts. Tbe animal is as docile as a
number of cows which are doing profit- heifer calf and seems to enjoy his outable work. One of these is Miss £lub
ings in the harness. That he has made
bard of Hiilcroft, who is giving an aver- his presence on the place far more valu4
age of 40 pounds of milk a day, testing
able than heretofore is apparent —R. B.
per cent.
Thompson, Salem, Ohio, in Tribune
This dairy is not only producing cream Farmer.
but is turning out some excellent young
Successful Dairying.
stock for sale, stock from good producing ancestry which will make excellent
has made more progress durDairying
foundation for any dairy or stock raising ing the past live years than any otner
business.
industry. It is a great business. Cheap
It should be remembered that this dairy products are things of tbe past.
not
extraordinary
is
farm
using any
The dairyman that has good cows and
methods in making good crops or pro- gives them good care and sells good
cream
Approfitably.
ducing good
dairy products gets top-notch prices and
proved modern methods of cultivation makes a nice profit. To be a good dairyare followed, and the dairy cows are fed man and make a success of the work,
carefully and with the object in view of one must be interested in cows, keep
making them produce largely. There is nothing bat good cows, and give them
no secret of mystery about these things the
right kind of care. Feed and care
and there i· no doubt that either of the are as important as the good cows. To
Messrs. Dunn will be glad to explain any build up a dairy herd one must first bny
of the things they are doing.
a
pure-bred dairy sire of first-class
These men have been on this farm breeding, also buy a few good grade
but
already they cows or heifers.
only about ten years,
have changed the character of it greatly,
If you want a good sire you must
and their neighbors are in the habit of pay something like $150 up to 9350.
speaking highly of their work as farmers. Don't mind paying this if be is a good
And not the least important feature of individual and has a good pedigree. See
this place is a handsome, commodious that his dam has been a good producer,
and up-to-date home.—Maine Farmer.
If he possesses
also his granddam.
these qualities be will be well worth the
Some Facts Concerning; Dairy Cows.
money. Breed your common and grade
When a cow is in full milk and foil cows and retain all of yonr best heifer
normal
her
quantity calves and you will soon have a good
flesh she will giye
of milk for at least a limited time, even dairy herd. Weigh the milk from each
is
food
very deof
the
quantity
though
cow every day and teat it onoe a month.
ficient.
This will tell you which cows to keep
When in good condition the cow will and which to weed ont. Fifteen dollar·
is
deficient
take off her body whatever
invested in a teeter and record sheets
in order to make her normal quantity of and a pencil will furnish all the equipmilk.
ment you need. This outfit will pay for
An extra supply of Uutritioua food al- itself in a short time.
most invariably very slightly increases
Don't think the pure-bred cow does
the solids, not the fat of the milk. A the whole trick. ▲ good feeder and
ration poor in food ingredients has a good feed are just as important. The
the sol- silo is the dairymen's best friend when
very slight tendency to reduce
ids, not the fat in the milk, and has little it comes to feeding. Treat yonr cows
appreciable effect on the fat.
kindly, give them a pat and a kind word
With a poor ration a cow in full whenever you can.—Kimball's Dairy
on
while
Farmer.
weight will lose carcass weight,
rich diet she will gain weight.
a
in
of
fat
the
percentage
Although
A Rule for Feeding Cows.
cow's milk may vary daily, we at present
Tbe experiment station method Is to
seem unable to control tbeee variations
feed as many pounds of grain per day to
or to account for them.
as she produces pounds of butFor limited periods, up to one month each cow
ter fat per week, or one-fourth to oneor thereabouts, ail ordinary quantitiei
as much grain as she gives pounds
and qualities of food seem to have no third
No two cows can be fed
material effect on the quality of the of milk dally. each mnst receive indiexactly alike;
milk.
vidual attention, according to her reSome foods exercise a material effect
quirement·.
on the quality of the milk.
▲ general grain mixture may be used
Some foods exercise a material effeof
which will meet the need· of most of
of
batter.
the
point
In raising
melting
Tbe amount of
cows In the herd.
The aim of all prodnoers oi milk, the
what this mixture to be given may be varied
butter or cheese should be to feed
to the production of the cow.
will give quant ty, in moderate amount according
need more protein than
and of a mixed natare, and the product High producer·
cow* producing only small amounts of
will be the best the cow can give.
milk and batter fat. Tbe amount of
Extra quality mnst be looked for bj
feed used by cow· depend· upon their
improving the breeds and by judioioui I body weight,
larger oow· require more
selection, rather than by any apecia
feed for maintenance.
foods or any methoda of feeding.
fal ι
The variation in the percentage of
Water and air are as Important as
io a cow's mils is oaused by something
what that something ia, weatprea actual food· to the root of a plant. We
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Just after the above inquiry came to
the editor's desk I had a conversation « *
with C. 8. Pope of Manchester, the head <>
of the very successful Bonnymeade
By F. A. M1TCHEL.
I took the oppor- ;;
Farm, and
1 ^
4
tunity of securing hie °P
by American Pre·· Asso- J J
Copyright
«»
in
at
all
■ *
did
not
hesitate
Pope
elation. UU.
,,
that apples were good feed for
cows, but he also said that they should
On the left bank of the Bhlne Is the
be fed right, that one should be capful
in starting to feed them, the same ω ruin of one of those old castles which
should be done with any other kind of
have stood In that region for centuries.
feed which is new to the cows, iûey
This particular castle some years ago
should be fed a few at Aret and
ly worked up until It would be safe to was bought by Carl Blshoff, a GermanAmerlcan who had made a lot of monTope laid emphasis upon the idea
ey brewing lager beer. Blshoff bought
of beginning the apple feed
"He said that he had known cows to faU with the castle a few pieces of furni-
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"Do you play chess?"

for Cows.
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FBCIT IS GOOD
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agricultural topic

U
tended for
Hammomu
ocm,
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Apples

cultivate the aurface soil, keeping It aa
fine as possible in order to keep the soil
moisture where the root· can reaoh It,
and the greatest value derived from a
peaty soil, or a leaf mold, Is due to the
ease with which water and air can penetrate. Water paaalng down between the
soil particle· help· to aerate them, freeh
It l> for thla
air following In the wake.
result that we like to underdraln some

th< > soils.
▲ great many gates are needed on
fuml
the
the
There's
propagate,
farm.
Tbe hen that lays where she happen·
the subjugate, the hi/ t
gate, the Irrigate,
notion to lay,
the little gala, and others tha 11 to be, when «he take· the
and
gate
I la oertalnly letting · bad eggs-ample.
mentioned.
be
Bight

ture, pictures and other curiosities that
were several hundred years old and

had been handed down from one purWith the decay of

chaser to another.

the castle and the gradual breaking up
or

loss of these articles all that re-

mained had finally been concentrated
In one room, which, when the owner

there, he used for a living and
In this apartment was an
antique fireplace big enough to roast
Over the chimneyplece hung
an ox.
a picture that was especially prized by
was

bed room.

Carl Blshoff.
Blshoff was an admirable amateur
chess player. Indeed, he had on sev-

eral occasions tackled professionals
with fair success. The reason he
prized the picture that hung over the
chimneyplece at his castle was be-

It represented a curious position
between chess players. They were In
medieval dress, the one long and
thin with a black beard, the other
stocky, whose beard was fiery red.
The dark man wore his beard etf a
point, while his mnstachlos were turned upward, giving him a malignant
The red bearded man
expression.
The
was of a pleasant countenance.
picture represented him looking on the
cause

board, evidently troubled at a prospect
of being checkmated by his antagonist,
who was regarding him with an expression of triumph. On a plate attached to the frame was the name of
the picture In German. "Checkmate in

Six Moves." There was a legend connected with the painting that the man
who had built and owned the castle
would some day return to repossess it
When he came—eo the legend saidhe would assume the position of the
red bearded man In the picture, and
Instead of being checkmated In six
would checkmate In the
moves he

number.
Blshoff chuckled at this legend, saying that If any one could get his castle
In that way he was welcome to do so.
He had studied for hours trying to
discover a method by which the short
man
could save himself and had
failed. Πθ considered the problem Insoluble. uud several chess experts who
had Heen the picture had agreed with
same

him.
One autumn Blshoff, who had run
over from America to Berlin, concluded to pay a visit to his castle to
see that all was ready for the coming
A caretaker lived In a room
winter.
that had been repaired and furnished
for him and his wife and could provide what Blshoff required In the way
Blsnoff would De
of refreshments.
obliged to spend one night in the castle and would do so In the room al-

ready described
It was a lowering afternoon when
he reached the castle, cloads hanging

low about the battlements. After makan inspection and talking over the
conditions with his caretaker Bishoff.
who had directed a Are be built in

ing

his chamber, dined there, and when he
had finished pulled α big armchair up
Not feeling
before the blazing logs.
especially happy In his gloomy abode,
he directed his caretaker to make him
This was set on a table
a hot punch.
beside him, and as the hours slowly
passed he drove off his loneliness with

frequent potations.

Presently he fell into a dose. How
long he slept he didn't know, but the
first thing he did know the door was

and a man came into the room.
Bishoff looked up. expecting to see the
The
Fie was mistaken.
caretaker.
person who entered was one he had
He approached Bishoff
never seen.
with outstretched hand and with α cor-

opened

diality that seemed more appropriate
for a host than a guest Then he drew
α chair before the fire, warmed his
hands and. taking a pipe from his
pocket, began to smoke.
"Well," he eald to Bishoff. "this is
a dismal night without, but pleasant
H-ltbln. I'm glad you've made your
self comfortable."

Bishoff has never been very clear In
his statements about this man. Were
it not that he has been so sure he was
awake and so explicit about some
circumstances connected with the visit

would be warranted in assuming
At first he
that he was dreaming.
the man
•ays. it only «truck him that
was very queer looking, very queerly
But
dressed and wore a red beard.
it his entrnnce Bishoff did not conone

nect him with the picture.
Bishoff was so astonished that for
Insome time he made no response.
deed. he couldn't think of anything to
askxay. Finally he broke silence by
in German:
"Whence come you?"
"From up the river. I have had a

hard pull. Do you know I came near
being caught in that whirlpool? I was
palling along when 1 heard a voice
singing. Glancing up, I saw a beauti-

ful woman looking at me, oh, so tenderly, I could not keep away from her.

Tea."
"Well there is no better way of
spending an evening. Let na bave a

game."

He took np the chessboard, aet the
pitcher of panch aside, placed the
board on the table, arranged the men.
Without saying "by yonr leave," he
took the first move. Blshoff. wondering at the man's audacity, lowered his
eyes to the chessboard and aoon forgot

!

antagonist as If to say. "I'll soon have
yon now. my fine fellow."
The stranger looked np. too, and
with a low langh turned his head
toward the picture of the chess players that hnng over the chlmneyplece.
Blshoff glanced from the board to the
picture, then back to the board. He
started. The chessmen were In the
same position as in the painting. Blshoff having the advantage. And then it
dawned on Blshoff that his visitor and
the man with the red beard were one
and the same.

"I will checkmate you in six moves,"
said the stranger.
"Tou mean that I will checkmate

yon In six moves." said Blshoff.
"This against your castle that It is I
who checkmates you." He drew forth
a draft for 30.000 marks on a bank in

Cologne.

"Done." said BishoffL
Hie opponent took up a piece and
moved it like an automaton. Blshoff
moved again. On the stranger's fourth
move something Bishoff had never

It seemed to
on happened.
him that the tables were turned. AftThe straner a long time he moved.
ger moved again. Blshoff. who now
lost his head, moved for the fifth time.
"Checkmate!" said the stranger,
counted

moving.

yoursl"

"You've won; the castle Is

gasped Bishoff.
The stranger chuckled.

"All this is very queerl" gasped the
American, staring at the man with
eyes as big as butter plates.
"You are mistaken. Nothing Is queer.
You have only certain
What is. Is.
relations with the world of which you
You think the past is
are conscious.

dead. Nothing Is dead.
Everything
always lives, but all things change.
Good night This castle is now mine,
but I leave you in

present"

possession

for the

Thafs all Bishoff remembers of that
The next mornmemorable evening.
ing he awoke sitting in his chair. The
fire had gone out and he was shivering. He left without even waiting for
breakfast and offered the castle for
sale. An agent found a purchaser, and
before Bishoff returned to America he

met the man in the agent's office to
complete the sale.
He nearly fainted on recognizing in
the new owner his visitor who had
checkmated him at chees.
While the papers were being made
out and the signatures appended Bish-

off continued to stare at the purchaser,
who gave no sign of ever having seen
him before. The man was in modern
dress, and his beard, though red. was
cropped close. He had lost everything
of his old fashioned appearance in the
picture. In other words, he seemed to
tnl·

1

»ha

flffoanth

sixteenth century and dropped into
the twentieth.
"Have you ever been in the castle?"
Bishoff asked him.
I do not live in Germany. 1
"No.
have since my boyhood been in busiIt le there
ness in South America.
that I have acquired the means to reor

the home of my ancestors."
At this point the agent finished working on the papers and said:
"Baron Becker comes into his own
after many centuries. He is a lineal
descendant of the original baron who
built the castle. It was lost some 400
years ago at a game of chess. There
Is a legend that a descendant of its
first owner would come again into its
cover

in the same way that It was
lost to the family."
Bishoff was so affected at this Information that he signed his receipts
and hurried away without asking any
questions, much to his regret ever
since, for he appears to be In a muddle about the whole affair. The only
of it about which he is certain is

possession

part
that he

wide awake and in his full
senses when the events occurred in the
was

agenfe office.

He always ends his story with the
remark. 'There is so much legend
about that Rhine country that some of
it must be true."

POWER OF AN AUDIENCE.
Influeno· It Exerts Over an Aotor or a

8peaker.
No orator living was
enough to give oat the
and force and magnetism

ever
same

great
power

to an empty
hall, to empty seats, that he could give
to an audience capable of being fired

by bis theme.

In the presence of the audience lies
a fascination, an indefinable magnetIsm. that stimulates all the mental factitles and acts as a tonic and vltaliaer.

say before an audience
what be could not possibly bave said
previous to going on the platform. Just
as we can often say to a friend in

An orator can

animated conversation things which
we could not possibly say when alone.
As when two chemicals are united a
new substance is formed from the
combination which did not exist in
either alone, the speaker feels surging
through his brain the combined force

—

the manager across the
wide street wbere the glittering glass
front of a large hotel reflected the

accompanied

scenes on the wharf.
Inside the botel Woolson sat facing
the water front "Making oat pretty
well?" he asked at length.
"No
The Inspector shook his head.
trace of his being In the dty,M be said
ruefully. "You see. Mr. Woolson, I've
been in Victoria for two days past and
raked the place clean, and 1 went to

busy

*

A Story of British Co- |
lumbia.
;;
«

his astonishment in the game. He saw
at once that the stranger was an excellent player. The game was a long
one, and for some time neither gained
an advantage: then Blshoff. thluklng
ho saw a way to checkmate bis antagonist moved and looked up at his

Br CLARISSA MACK1E.
Copyright by American Preu Αβιο•
elation, 1911
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One of
"There is a slight clew.
your men described a man that bought
At any rate, i
an outfit last week.
feel justified In carrying my chase to
the Yukon," said Mr. Duffy.
"Our boats are at your disposal»"
murmured Woolson. lighting another

shook his broad shoulders as if preHis face
became an urbane mask as be turned
to the waiting clerk.
'"Send him In," he said briefly.
Again the door opened and plosed,
and a short, stout man approached
the manager's desk.
"Mr. Arthur St Claire Woolson?"
he asked suavely.
"My name is Woolson," replied the
The sound of his
manager curtly.
too
savored
several
appellations
strongly of that hateful period when
they had blazed in black type across
the front pages of English newspaNow be glanced down at the
pers.
card before him and added: "You are
Inspector Duffy of Scotland Tard. Sit
down, sir, and tell me what 1 can do
for you."
The inspector sat down and pulled
out a large notebook from an Inner
pocket and consulted it nearsightedly.
"In the matter of Laurence Kimball," he snapped out suddenly. His
bulldog voice did not accord with his

"1
Woolson stiffened in his chair.
was settled when
Kimball was convicted and imprisoned," he said indifferently.
Inspector Duffy consulted his book

thought that matter

again.

bia to Victoria."
"You nave caught him then?' There
was almost a sneeç in Woolson's voice.
The other reddened to the roots of
his pale hair, and his catty smile widHis voice growled the deeper
ened.
when be replied:
"I lost the traiL

I know he arrived

Victoria July 25 be<ause he was
recognized. Since then be has dropped
in

out of sight."
*1 will Instruct our superintendent to
aid you in every way. Here Is a card
which will admit you to every department of our company."
The inspector hesitated and shot α
furtive glance at the face of the man"Of course his majesty's war
ager.
rant opens all doors td my knock, but
I always choose the other way when
It is possible."
"That is very considerate of you.
inspector." said Woolson Ironically.
"Do you know of any reason wby I
should be unwilling for you to seek
your escaped—man?" he challenged.
"τ-·

·>

nnfTv

with a square look Into YVoolson's
stern eyes. "I can think of no reason
except tbat he was your friend—and
pardon me. sir. your testimony was
I hope you won't
given reluctantly.
tuke offense, but I've got to have your
best help, whether you are willing or
Besides accomplishing the ends
not.
of Justice, there's a big reward out for
Kimball's capture, and I want It" lie
smiled greedily.
"A reward large enough to lure you
to the uttermost end of the earth. I
fancy." observed Woolson carelessly.
Δ rueful look overspread the ruddy

face of the Inspector. "Hardly that,"
"The Yukon Is the
he responded.
My
limit so far as I'm concerned.
time's worth something at home."
Woolson touched a bell. "Mr. Jameson will be at your service, inspector,
and if you decide to go to the Yukon
toone of our steamers will sail at 6
Here is a pase that
morrow morning.

will take you up the coast to your
destination, whatever It may be."
After the detective and Jameson had
left the room the manager turned to
the window and etared out at the
wharf. Ten. fifteen, twenty minutes
Then he
be stood there, motionless.
put on his hat and went out
The long stream of coolies wavered
back and forth across the gangplank.
The tallyman yelled lustily until Woolton's drawling accents cut him short
"Hodgson, you may discharge the
He's a
man on the end of the line.
clumsy beggar. Send him to the pay-

master tonight"
Whenever the long line straggled to
Its final end the last man, tall and
gaunt a ragged cloth tied about his
head and half concealing a yellow
countenance, would pause to stretch
his lean and shrunken arms bare to
the shoulder. He walked with a stoop
from the waist, and the burdens that
he bore seemed all too heavy for the

wavering gait with which he followed
his companions.
he was the last man to
Always

reach the gangplank with his burden
for the steamer's hold, and. returning,
he was the last to leave the vessel.
The tallyman swore at him in various
languages, and his mates grinned
of bis audience, which be calls inspichildishly at his meek acceptance of
ration. a mighty power which did not
the Insults that were heaped upon his
exist in his own personality before he
bowed back.
No
public speaker
rose to his feet
Woolson. observing all this, clinched
feelever forgets that first surprising
in· strong hands on the counter. Once
ing of confidence.
month opened to reprimand the
Actors tell us that there le an inde- his
It snapped shut as he
scribable Inspiration which comes from tallyman, but
the audi- observed the roly poly form of In-

boyhood

he says that tbe boy seront
promises to bring Into the

movement

boys' world

more

and

more

tbe Goldeu

Rule

the disreputable figure of the last man of the American Red Cross society.
crept up to the wicket He lifted bis While the scouts In different towns
head and peered through at the big have been taught by local doctors
red and white skinned Englishman something about tbe uses of bandages
with a shrinking fear in his own dirt in emergency surgical cases and what
concealed features. Coarse black hair to do for fainting and similar cases,
straggled into his dark eyes, and a there Is being carried out now a syslong cue hung down bis back. He tematic Instruction of tbe boy scouts.
thrust a trembling hand through the
wicket as Woolson shoved a fat en-

was

"Laurence Kimball served oue
year of his sentence and then escaped
from Dartmoor prison on June 3 last.
I have traced him across the Atlantic,
through Canada and British Colum-

I

Colonel Roosevelt urges the scouts
to see tbat gangs of toughs do not
make tbe ptaygrounds Impossible for
cigar.
children. He points out to tbe boys
I'll take that one In the that the
"Thanks.
qualities of a good scout
morning. Now, If you'll excuse me, make for succcss In business and
sir, I'll go to my lodgings and get
urges upon them the Importance of
some traps together."
unselfishness, gentleness, strength and
On the steps of the hotel Woolson
bravery.
stood and watched Inspector Duffy
The Red Cross Car.
roll down the street until the crowded
The American Red Cross society Is
pavements swallowed blm. Twilight
accustomed to send a corps of surwas falling, and the water front was
geons, physicians and nurses In a car
of
end
darkened with the approaching
This car
the country.
In another half hour the throughout
the day.
In various towns along the railBtops
coolie gang would stop work.
road over which it travels, and the
The manager of the Great Mines
doctors give practical lectures. Under
company went back to bis office and
the arrangement made at the sukk'cs
worked rapidly for several momenta.
tlon of tbe Boy Scouts of America
Then he made his way to the wharf
of boy scouts meet the car at
and entered the paymaster's cage, lie troops
each town, and the boys receive sev
errand
on
some
sent the man away
hours of training.
and called Hodgson. The tallyman eral
The Red Cross car is scheduled to
came, throwing blustering commands
make a trip of 90.000 miles In one year
over his shoulder at bis coolies.
It Is being hauled free by the different
"Send that fellow around for his
railroads, as the value of such tralniug
his
supemoney, Hodgsou," directed
is appreciated thoroughly.
to
disrior, "that Chinaman 1 told yon
Fir«t Aid For Boy Scouts.
miss."
The Boy Scouts of America are re"Right, sir." And Hodgson bustled
ceiving practical Instructions In first
away.
Woolson stood stiffly, waiting while aid to the injured under the direction

paring himself for contest

The contrast

Colonel Theodore Rooeevdt, former
of the United States and
honorary vice president of tbe Boy
Çcouts of America, has written an ar
tlcle on citizenship for tbe Dew scout
I
I manual. In It be says tbat tbe boy

president

Is proving in α pracyou as a last resort. I've cross* ques- scout movement
tioned your men. and I've got a slight tical way of great Importance to tbe
clew—that's all."
country. He points out tbat tbe boy
"You were saying you bad a clew," scout principles make for efficiency
suggested Woolson as the inspector In a boy's life, patriotism and citizenyawned sleepily.
ship. In outlining the Ideals of tbe

The manager of the Great Mines Outfitting company of Victoria, British
Columbia, frowned as the door of his
private office was pushed softly open
and the chief cierk deferentially
placed a card on his desk.
Woolson scanned the card thoughtfully, his frown growing blacker and
deep lines settling about his mouth.
At last he flung back his head and

feline appearance.
startling.

BOY SCOUTS
λ LESSON IT
OF AMERICA. THE GROCER'S.

Inspector Duffy reddened with tickvunlty. "Thank yon. sir. 111 be
pleased to join yon." be agreed as be

led

!

THE LAST
MAN.

Turning toward the «bore, 1 soon found
With
my boat was beginning to whirl.
a powerful effort I turned and pulled
back into smooth water. The singing
continued sweeter thun before, but 1 the orchestra, the footlights,
stopped my ears with a bit of cloth 1 ence. which It la impossible to feel at spector Duffy coming down the wharf.
found in my boat and did not look to a cold mechanical rehearsal There is
The detective cast a sleepy glance
I narrowly escaped
ward the shore.
wharf, stared imsomething In a great sea of expectant, over, the men on the
face and
the Lorelei."
faces whicb awakens the ambition and pudently into Hodgson's
flung
"The Lorelei!" exclaimed Bishoff
tbat
when
gentleman
which
belligerent
of
reserve
power
arouses the
"You tell your experience as if It had can never be felt except before an au- fin angry word at him flashed open
his badge to the
The Lorelei is a dience. The
really happened.
power was there Just the his coat and displayed
myth."
same before, but it was not aroused.— utter confusion of the tallyman.
I don't
This betrayal of petty vanity on the
"Call her what yon like.
8ucceas Magasine.
wish any more of her. I'll take some
part of the Inspector brought a gleam
to Woolson's brooding eyes. He stepof that punch. I need a bracer after
Ruined by Jesting.
brought
themselves
ped out of the cage, and approached
my narrow escape"
The Antlochenes
Taking a mug from the mantel, he about the ruin of the beautiful city of the detective. The line of coolies was
poured out some of the liquor and Antioch. the ancient capital of the ponging off on to the wharf, hnd the
form of the last man
drank It off.
Greek kings of 8yrla. These people bowed gaunt
"One would Judge from the way you were famous for their Mtlng and scur- .would soon approach to pick up the
conduct yourself," said Bishoff, "that rilous wit as well as their Ingenuity boxes against which the inspector was
leaning.
you are at home here."
In devising nicknames. When the Per- carelessly
Woolson thrust an arm through the
"1 am."
sians under Chosroes Invaded Syria in
Bish"What do you mean?" napped
Inspector's pudgy one and turned him
538 the Antlochenes could not refrain
"Come over to the hotel and
off angrily.
away.
revenge
from jesting at them. Ample
"Oh, don't get huffy. Let m enjoy for this was taken by the Persians, have something," be laid genially.
ourselves together." Then, noticing a
"Can't you drop your duties long
who totally destroyed the dty.
chessboard and chMnwa oa a tabfe
enough to spend a sociable halt hour Γ

hi·^·
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velope toward blm.
"Laurence,"
whispered

Woolson
guardedly, with his eyes fixed at some
point beyond the man's bead, "cut it!
Duffy of Scotland ïard Is after you.
There's plenty of money In tills envelIt's yours In remembrance of
ope.
old times and. God willing. In anticipation of new and better times to
Lie low until midnight and
come.
get aboard the Queen of the Sea. Yon

of the coolie.
the leaders of the scout movement reThe man's face worked strangely for train the boys In first aid work
a moment and he turned away; then
Throughout the west much work al
with a sudden Impulse he flung the
has been accomplished and
hni-.L- An
thp flpsk 11 flfi S il 1(1 ready
reports have been received as
glowing
sharply: "I can't do It. Arthur. I'm to tho successful training of the boys
have
Is—I
as
It
scoundrel
a
too big
8cout Masters' Manual.
I'll find Duffy
wronged you enough.
The Scout Masters Mauuul will be
and go buck to England with him.
the course of a few month·:
After I've taken my medicine I'll come Issued In
It Is
Scouts of America.
back, and perhaps then I'll be worthy by the Boy
written by John L. Alexander,
to grasp your hand"— He choked sud- being
expert In boys' work, under the d ho
denly.
of the editorial board of the natlon
done
"I've
Woolson epoke gruffly.
tional headquarters of the Boy Scout»
nothing more than you would hare
America. The scout master*' workdone In like circumstances," be said to of
aim of sup
"You make me Is being prepared with the
the weaker one.
the manual recently Issued
I
plementlng
man.
old
though
deuced happy,
intended for the scouts, but
writhe to think of your doing time It is not
It
for the scout masters themselves.
again. When you come back there will
Fie treats the scout movement from the
be a place for you with me."
adult point of view and discusses the
wrung the thin band and winced as
met by
Then be many problems uud dlllicultles
bot tears fell on bis own.
men who ure experienced In training
had
man"
"last
the
that
was conscious
boys. Mr. Alexunder alms to give the
disappeared.
masters suggestions as to the
scout
and
After he had dismissed Hodgson
best methods of helping the boys in
paid that bewildered tallyman his due
various scour activities. That be
of wages Woolson sauntered hack to his the
do this thoroughly he has written
office to await a message from Inspec- may
the leading scout masters, asking
to
tor Duffy.
of their experiences.
One hour passed and another, and them for reports
his face grew haggard and bitter with
Then the
renewed disappointment
one

testh;q an octopus.
The Power of This Repulsive Creature
Much Overrated.
There hnve been made abroad experiments with an octopus. In a specially devised tank of sea water, In

order to test the truth of the many
stories told of monster cephalopoda
dragging human victime to the aea

bottom. says Harper's Weekly.
In the tank with the octopus there
was plarod a "dummy" of the same
specific gravity ah a man, and this was

baited with a crab. Attracted by this
tempting morsel. tho octopus made for
the figure, seized It In Its powerful
arms and tried to drag It under water without success. It then urged lta
body toward the edge 61 the tank, and,
holding the glass with some of Its
arms. It dragged Its prey beneath the

surface and crushed the crab shell
with Its powerful Jaws.
It Is believed that these experiments
afford proof that the octopus can only
drag Its victims far below the water
near rocks to which it can attach lta
suckers. There is one spot In the bay
of Naples where these creatures attain
a

large size, and now and then a fisheris reported missing. It is thought

man

that such disappearances are dne to
the unfortunate man being caught by
the leg by a concealed octopus and
dragged under water. In the case of
such a repulsive and powerful creature
as the octopus it Is difficult to separate
tect from fiction.
Would Do Hi· Own Biting.
The British gentleman new to our
shores stepped up to the cigar counter
and requested of the "dark" a cigar.

THE SILVER BOWL

Ik Wet Full of Water, and It Puzzled

the Week End Guest.
A rising young politician in New
York tells this story on himself. He
was Invited recently to spend a week
end at α country house where things
were done α notch or two more elaborately than be was accustomed to.
and be stood In not a little· awe of the
solemn person who was assigned to
act as temporary valet to him. The

climax

came

when this

functionary

at bis door on Sunday morning
and told him it was 8 o'clock.
"All right. I'll get up," said the visitor, and the solemn man disappeared
Into the bathroom, from which presently the noise of water running into
the bathtub was audible. In half a

tapped

minute more the solemn person emerg-

ed, holding α large silver bowl full of
water, with which he approached the
bed.
"He must have seen the astonishment in my face," said the New York"I couldn't conceal It It was a
er.
wholly new game to me, and I didn't
know whether I was expected to dip
my head In it or to drink It It was
an awful moment but that man was a
diplomat He realized my embarrassment and he Just let drop in a cold and
aloof tone, as if be had outsiders to
deal with every day, the simple ex-

planation:

"The temperature of your bewtb.
dr."·—New York Son.

The Eskimos and the Bible,
Prank Cross, a missionary among
the Eskimos, has foand considerable
difficulty In using the Illustration of
the Bible in arctic regions. He gives

two amnslng anecdotes to bear out his
statements. First bow bis Eskimo Interpreter translated a well known text
Into the following: "Every log that
brlngeth not op good 'applk* Is cnt up

and used for firewood," "applk" being
the Eskimo for dried apple· and the
"What will yon have, a bit cigar?" nearest thing to fruit that they know.
Again, of law. Justice and government
asked the Mclark."
have not the remotest notion.
rethey
It
bite
rawther
I'd
myself,"
"No;
nearest neighbor had hunplied the Briton. San Fraadsco Mr. Cro«'
dreds of dollar·' worth of for· depeeChronicle.
lted in a cache. Wishing to preach
on "Where Thieve· Break Through
Men Are Beaoona.
Every man la the center of perpetual and Steal," the Interpreter gave op
radiation like a luminous body. He is, hi· attempt at tranalatlon. for be said
•neb a thing was Impossible among
as It were, a beacon which entices a
ship upèn the rocks if it does not guide them.—T. tVs London Weekly.
it into port—Amiai.
—

/

will talk It over when father come·

home tonight"
Lawrence wont back again Into tbe
yard, where he was making a wagon
out of an old box, and there his mother

Ητψε*.

"HOW,

ADD

ΤΗΣΜ,"

·ΑΠ> TES

QBOCXB.

fera η d him, busily hammering and
sawing, when she went to the back

porch

little later.
she

a

"Lawrence,"

called,

"I

most

have some more sngar for mj preWill you please run down to
serves.
the store and get half a dozen pounds?
And get α yeast cuke, too, and half a
dozen oranges und a pound of raisins.

Can you remember all that?"
Lawrence carefully repeated the list
of things wanted, took the dollar bill

which his mother gave him and went
off down the shady village street to
the grocer)· store. He kept saying
over the list to himself, and so be
made no mistake when the grocer
came forward to greet him.
"You did well to remember all of
them," said the grocer, who wai fat

Then, when everything
for Lawrence to take, tho
how you
grocer said: "Now let us see
The sugar Is β cents
are on figures.
the
a pound, the yeast cake Is 1 cent,
the
and
dozen,
a
cents
40
are
oranges
Now,
rulslns are 25 cents a pound.
what does It all amount to?"
This was so unexpected that Lawdid not catch what was said.
was

easily lose yourself in China."
The coolie drew a deep breath. "You
recognized me at once then. Arthur?"
he gasped.
"Yes—never mind, Ifs all right, old
man.
Keep me posted of your move@ 1ÎU, by American Press Association.
ments.
Better stick to the Yangtze
first aid by nor scouts
valley until it blows over. Perhaps I
can help you regain what you've lost" The Red Cross society has entered un
He laid his broad hand over the thin
thuslastically into the supffestioii of

him. ain't It?"
Woolson hung up the receiver and
smiled contentedly.

"Well. Γ re had such a good time
all sommer that I don't want to go
back to the old books and maps and
things," answered Lawrence.
"I see." said his mother as she came
to the doorway of the pantry and met
his serious gaze with one of equal so·
Then she smiled as she
rlousness.
turned to her work and added, "We

and

can

message came.
"Got bim!" bellowed the Inspector
Joyfully. "Came and gave himself up
—was dressed like a lord and cool as
missed
you please! Jolly odd how I

"I dont want to fo to school this
fall," said Lawrence as bo came Into
the house one day In early September.
"Why not?" asked his mother.

Jolly.

ready

rence

He looked up with wide open eyes.
Tho grocer laughed and then slowly
repeated all that he had said. Lookasked
ing steadily at Lawrence, he
again, "Now, Just how mucb does that

all amount to?"
Lawrence said It over slowly after
him and then stared hurd at the floor.
"I am afraid I cannot do It In my
head," he said at last
The grocer lauphud. Buslner" was
so he
dull In the store Just then, and
where Lawcame round the counter to
"We'll try It on
rence was standing.
Lawpaper, then," he said, giving
of wrapping
rence a pencil and piece
paper.
So Lawrence wrote down the Items
but he
as the grocer called them off,
first Only
was In trouble from the
after he carefully said over the multi-

assisted

plication ruble of the sixes,
by the grocer, did he master the probcents
lem of six pounds of sugar at β
Then an example In short
a pound.
division made It plain that half a
dozen

oranges

at 40

cents

a

dozen

would be 20 cents.
"Now add them." said the grocer
when thirty-six and one and twenty
a coland twenty-five were placed in
umn.

"It Is seventy-two." announced Lawwhen a considerable time had

rence

passed

"Wrong Γ* enld the grocer.
Lawrence studied the figure· careful·
carly. "Ob." he exclaimed. "I did not
column. It
ry the one from the first
is

eighty-two."

"That Is better," said the grocer.
Then he looked at the paper upon
which Lawrence had been working
"Ton
and continued, with a smile:
word·
seem to find them râther bard
to spell—sugar, yeast cake, oranges

and raisins. They are pretty common
words too."
By this time Lawrence was reeling
face was
very uncomfortable, and hie

red through its coat of rammer tan.
only patted him on the

But the grocer

orer the purchases
and gave him the change dne him
from his dollar bin without putting
him to the test of subtracting 82 cent*
from a dollar.
"Come again Γ called the grocer as
Lawrence hurried out

shoulder, paused

"Thank you," said Lawrence. "And

next time Τ will know how to

spell

all

of those words."
"All right," said the Jolly grocer,

laughing.

A little later, when Lawrence delivered the packages to his mother,
his face was very serious. "I guess,
after all I will go to school when it
opens next week." he said.
"Very well." said his mother. "I
don't believe that you will ever be soe·
ry for It"—Youth's Companion.
Taxed the Bearda.
Peter the Great of Russia levied a
tax on beards. Finding that his rath
Jtcts were disposed to keep their
beards at any expense of money, he
ordered all those he found bearded to

have the Mir plucked out with pincera
Russia
or shaved with a blont razor.
then became a beardless nation.
Suspicious.

Bank President—What's the matter Τ
Bank Vice President—I waa Just thinking. I sat next to our cashier in

church yesterday, and I don't quite
like the way he sings "Will they mise
me when I'm gone?"—Puck.

Seizing

the

Opportunity.

Orababaw—If yon Insist on this new
gown I'll have to get It on credit
Mrs. Crabshaw—As long as lfs going
to be charged, dear. I may aa well get
a more expensive one.—Life.

Poverty ts the sixth seoae^-Garman

Proverb.

West Paris.
The district meeting of the Women's
Unlversallst Mission Circle will be held
oboroh Thursday,
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL I at the Unlversallst
Sept. 31. Rev. Eleanor Forbes of Qrmj
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
will address the meeting. There will
be η buket picnic dinner with beans and
coffee furnished by the looal mission.
pari· HM·
Dr. Taylor, wife, and daughter Fences, returned to Boston Monday morn«or.
mm >·"Κ» ing. Frances has been spending the
sommer with Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Tucker
during her parents' trip abroad.
John end Prndenoe, the son and
iot oUnrtrt*
?
▲ κ ulckerbockex I
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Wadsworth of
Skowbegan, have returned home after a
10:45 A.M
i two weeks' visit with their uncle and
aunt, Rev. and Mrs. Dwlght A. Ball.
Work in the corn shop began Tuesday
morning. Contrary to the previous cusMr Farrmr's ptrent», Mr. mw
nallas I tom of labeling the work will be done at
the time of canning, making a much
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Single copies of Thk Democrat are four cents
ea·-ii They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
on
single copies of each l*sue have been placed
sale at the following place· In the County :
.p.». ■.»>
Howard's Drug Store.
South Parle,
ShurtlelT* Drug Store.
Noye· Drug Store.
Norway,
.stone's Drug Store.
Alfred Cole. Postmaster.
Huckfleld,
S.
Mrs Harlow. Post Office.
I'arls Hill,
Samuel T. White.
West Parts,

b'Îlû"(°"rtr,.d.

Coming

Sept. K. 13,14.—Oxford County Fair.
in. JO. it—Androscoggin Valley

flsjl

££ £™toi«h
"3»

Canton.
Sept. ÎT. itf.—Northern Oxford Fair, Andover.
Oct. 3—Oxford Pomona «range, Harrison.
Oct. 3, 4,5.—West Oxford Fair, Fryeburg.
NEW

?Γρ«"*™»

«.o oUldr.» w.nt

,orM* j'^emud. Bro'k.
M,U

family

J.»«L. Ch...

«J

to Snmnw.

It ia a

Wanted.

tol

.111

H

1

Bryant's Pond.
busy place around

the corn

70hCp"^"k°m
b«r.V^°5store,olP.I»db«cto«.
packing again
.hop «hi..»"·

Penaltlee of Neglect.
Catarrh Sufferers.
Easy to Get Rid of Dandruff.
Clean l"p Your Stomach.
Dr. Austin Tenney.
Notice of Foreclosure.

S

Lester
and C
the
Ueath looks after the yard
t
The high school opened with twenty

Wanted.
Reliable Men Wanted

S tSro..
JXZEZ
kM h.« di.id«l

*°jJ·

Th. prl»«J
.nd p.rt«l « *
now used for the grammar grade.
Domestic Science in Normal Schools.
navw
Mr
aud Mrs. Charles G. H
i
the
of
terms
the
with
stored their goods and later will make
In compliance
act to encourage industrial education their home in Massachusetts.
Wilbur Cole of Portland bas been
passed by the last legislature the trustees of the state normal schools have ing with his uncle, Dell Cole, at Μ ρ
taken steps to introduce immediately
into the several normal schools courses
Trumbull, who has been vl,
in domestic science.
hiu at Dell Cole's, returned to WorcesCourses in manual training are already

iSJ

For Sale.
New Millinery.

«tay^

^Turnout

'"uJî'iranier

in operation in all of the state normal
achoola. It is the purpose of the trusextend the manual training
tees to
course in the Gorham Normal School
one year so a* to afford an opportunity
to persons who may desire to qualify as
directors in that branch.
The course in household arts in Parmington Normal School will be so extended as to provide opportunity for persons
who wish to qualify an directors of domestic science. Δ general director of
broad experience has been engaged to
supervise the coorse. Under the direction of the State Superintendent of
Schools the director will be at tbe service of local school authorities desiring
advice relative to the introduction of
this course.
The course at Parmington will cover
three year·' work. Tbe aim is to make
it practical and applicable, not only in
towns and villages, but in rural district» as well. The first year's work
will consist of Elementary Sewing, Gar-

be

especially

■p~k ^iD

'Thf^Si^mutoy^.

.«rond day of the county fair.

C<Fred ^Bubler

School.

Note·.

carriage containing three people
(«truck by an electric car in Orono
Sunday, and one of the occupante of the
carriage. Mise Emma Webb of Bangor,
received injuries from which she died
A

was

later in the day. The others were more
otherwise injured.
or led* bruised and
Mîm Webb was well known in Bangor
■ocial circle* and wae a painter of considerable ability.

It is thought, because of
financial difficulties, Herbert G. Pratt of
Portland committed suicide at the Maiue
Central station in Foxcroft Tuesday by
drinking two ounces of carbolic acid.
He was found in a stupor and was immediately taken to the Foxcroft Exchange Hotel, where bis death occurred
half an hour later. Mr. Pratt was a
native of Dover and formerly in business
there, but has recently been in the grocery business in Portland.

Despondent,

Here and There.
What le news? Doubtless many who
can give you the score of every league
tell the
game In the past week, and
whole story of the Beattie trial, failed to
note that the overflow of the Yang-tee
Kiang Hiver in Chioa has drowned something like a hundred thousand people.
An article on the passingof the United
States Senate snuffboxes is a reminder
of one habit that i« nearly extinct. We
may have acquired others as bad, but
that one ia now almost unknown.
Portland paper telling of pascrowded train who hunted
sengers
to
up the conductor after they got off.
of a
pay their fare. What do yon think
man who won't cheat a railroad when
a

on λ

be has a chance?

j

|

tender our sympaResolved, That
thies to the bereaved son and family, I
we will ever
and assure them that
we

j

Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be entered on our records, also a I
to
oopy sent to the bereaved family, aud
the Oxford Democrat for publication.
Committee
Cilia B. Dunham,
on
Emma A. Mason,
Hattik C. Millktt, J Resolutions.

j

}

\

high

Prices in France.

Paris, Ms., Sept. 7.
Editor Drmocrot :
in
the Democrat:
I find this item
There Is widespread rioting In France on acLet's see
count of the high coat of living.
Weren't we assured about a year ago. by no le»s
distinguished a speaker than oar present representative

played to a
Monday evening.
Spanldlng/and B. P. Rawson
trip to tbe White Mountains

small house
G. B.

made

a

on

Sunday In their automobiles and report
a fine trip and beautiful aoenery.
They

recent

I

Mrs. Lillias Pnlsifer and little son
Kenneth are both on the sick list. They

each have a bilious trouble. Dr. Wheelcalled Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Buck, Sylvester
Biebee, A. G. Farrar and others attended the state fair at Lewiston.
Miss Edith Bradford, the central telephone girl, is taking a vacation. Miss
Jennie Bradbury of West Paris is In her
place in the office. Miss Bradford Intends to take in both state and county
fairs.
Mrs. Rena Andrews of Mechanic Falls
and Mrs. Andrews of Rumford, sisters
of Ilarry Jacobs, are the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Jacobs.
Mrs. Abbie Bates Is having the roof of
her bouse shingled. Geo. H. Barrows
and Frank Young are doing the work.
Quite a number have gone from here
to East Sumner to work in the oorn
■hop. H. T. Heath and his whole family have moved over there. Charles
Ryerson has also gone there to work in
the oorn shop.
Mrs. Nellie Starbird and daughter
Mildred, who have been to Haverhill,

er was

on a

visit, returned home Satur-

Mrs. A. B. Wheeler's grandson, Ellsworth Wheeler, is spending a few weeks
with her.
Miss Beulah Bobbins went to West
Paris last week and had a growth re-

and Gilbert Tuell and wife from Kanaaa

City, Mo.
Thursday,

Rev. W. C. Curtia and Dea.
J. U. Purington attended the ordination
of the minister at the Congregational
cburcb, Mexico.
Servicea were reaomed at the Uni veraaliat churoh laat Sunday, Sept. 3d.
Misaea Grace and Daiay Dixon return-

ed to Augusta Monday, having vialted
their aunt, Mrs. L. T. Barker.
Mra. Heraey ia the matron at Holden
Hall. The old corpa of teachera returned excepting Miss Sturdivant, whose
place ia taken by Mr. John Moore. The
new laboratory ia faat nearing completion.

moved

from

her

nose.

performed the operation.

Saturd*Ryumf

Saturday

«»Uv«

-*·«.

v.

followed by a dance.
Mrs. Bertie Gammon of Mecbaoio Fall·
was tbe gueat of Mrs. Ada Shaw Friday.
Geo. Dunham of Eaat Weymouth baa
been visiting frienda in tbia vicinity during tbe week.
Dr. and Mrs. Harry Ulrich have returned from the lake· and will be witb
Mr·. Ulrich'· parent·, Mr. and Mr·. T.
H. Lunt, for a time before returning to
tbeir home in Baltimore.
Heraey Warren returned home Friday
from a visit to frienda in Boiton.
Mi·· Helen Morton who taught tbe
Intermediate school witb lucce·· will
teach the school this year. Sohoola be·
gsn Monday, tbe 11th.
Mra. Ε G. Cole celebrated her 73d

In congress, Hon. Daniel J. McGtlll-

cuddy, that the Pa ν ne A idrtch tariff bill was the
cause of the high cost of living?
day·'
Hon. S. G. Roberts of Fargo, N. D.,
France suffers from a heavy protective I
tariff, even if not called "Payne- Aldrich". and Miss Fannie Thompson of Auburn
In addition, the cities are burdened by spent Monday with Miss Thompson's
inland tariff, or dutiee on food sister, Mrs. J. C. Donham, at H. K.
ao
brought into town from the country. Srearn·'. Mr. Roberts had two great
unoles who were among the very first
Hence the high prioes and the riots.
C. S. C Wright.
graduates of Hebron Aeademy.
Mrs. Seribner and the Misses Sorlbner,
Oxford Pomona Orange.
who have been spending the s« mmsr at
Oxford Pomona holds its next session Prof. Sargent's, left for boms Thursday.
with Lakeside Grange, Harrison, Tues-1 Mra. Sargent accompanied then to Port·
laad.
<1*5' Oct. 3d. Program:
Francis A.
Partridge of Wobnrn,
Haste.
Paris Orange. ; Mass., class'07, Hebron Academy, is at
Beading,
Ml
Bear
Orange.1 his old hom· with Misa Trl[>p for a few
Reading,
i
Music.
waeks.
Question : "How caa we Increase the lalueace
of Oxford Pomona?"
Opened by C. 8
Biliary Wing of Bath is at A. O. Bow·
Haatta.
maj's fur a few day·.
Sao.
Mule, la charge of I skashle Graage.
sole

|

[

a

fact, which mothers

writing.

—

DR. TIME'S

COLORS—Browns

ELIXIR

help
that mothers nhonld use
theirchildren. This wonderful home remedy—
60 year* a standard—never fail* to expel
the blood
worm*, and waste matter, leaving
the bowels regular
pare, the stomach sweet,
and the whole system strong and healthy.
little ones
Give Dr. True'* Elixir when the
it for
are peevish, irritable and sickly—take
also.
ills
own
your
Sold by all dul*n-35e, SOo, S 1.00.
mean*

STYLE

WoolGoatsand FurCoats

are

cut

MAKERS—Kirschbaum &

Co.

can

Albany.

$2.25,

stores

Bedford $2.

OUR SOFT HATS include Stetson Hat,
$5. Other makes in regular felts and the new
rough felts in blacks and colors, $1, $1.50, $2.

SEPTEMBER FIBST MARES

The

Opening of the Sweater Season

COLORS—Grays, Whites,

While in South Paris

Fair,

call

DENNIS PIKE

REAL ESTATE AGENCY.

SStf.

Reliable Men Wanted to Represent
the United States Health and Accident
Insurance Company, home office, Saginaw, Michigan, the largest strictly Health
and Acclden' Insurance Company in the

Our

ΜιΜΜίΜίηι

Ν
holder·.
Our policies, a· Issued by this company exever
offered
liberal
most
the
by a
are
clnMvely·
reliable Insurance company at the price.
Assessments.
Old line Stock
Excellent commission· to our representative·.
We make either "whole time" or "part time"
contracts.

Company—No

Call or write,
A. S. ΡΑΒΕ «Τ, Special Representative,
M Lisbon Street,
MAINE.
87
LEWISTON,

2

NORWAY.

Stores,

stores open first two

evenings

of the fair.

·><

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

THEganized because there

COMPANY

PARIS TRUST

was

wae

or-

demand for
grown to its

a

bank in this place. It has
present size because the people in this vicinity
appreciate the need of the bank, and the value
that the bank is to them.
a

small
even
it a
find
will
not
amounts of money, that
of
account
check
a
to
have
great convenience
and
to
it.
costs
their own. It
you
try
nothing
can stop if you do not like it ; it is all in your
is

no

one,

handling

favor.

neighbor already has

Your

account with

an

us.

We would like to begin to do
[business with you.

IP

you're enough interested

SOUTH

in

COMPANY.

TRUST

PARIS

PARIS.

MAINE

enjoy looking at We Shall Have on Exhibition at
them, we want you to know that
Our Fair, Sept. 12,13 and 14,
we're enough interested in fine
A very fine line of
clothes to enjoy showing them.
âne clothes to
✓

FOOTWEAR !

%

We've got them to show, too ; the

United State·.

We are over !0 years old, the origtnstors of
the popular monthly payment of health and accident insurance and have a surplus of over
•7f0.000.00 tor the protection of our policy-

Norway attending the Oxford County
gladly show you our assortto purchase or not.

or

SOUTH PARIS,

MAIN

FOR SALE.

once.

Sprcial Order Department.
Boys', 50c. to $2.00.

F. H. Noyes Co.,

Me.

County Farms

a

$6.

store* and we will

at our

ment whether you decide

Wanted Immediately.

If listed at

to

On Coats, Overcoats,
Caps, Shirts, Underwear, Neckwear.

Slip

Rain Coats,

Man and wife to take charge of our
plaoe and care for ua. Muet have good

sell any

Reds, also

PRICES—Men's, 50c.

HERE

Fall weaves, colors and patterns; the new models and smart

new

fashions

Hart

from

Schaffner

&

Marx, just in ; just opened up for the
use

of

our

We want you to call on as there and aee our
We aball have

friends and customers.

Our

now ;

buy

it when

there, samples

Fall lines are now in and we have
please all customer*, old and new.

We want to call

clearance sale.
These are extra

special

display.

of lines to be found at the Store.

new

sure we can

They're so good—these clothes—that they
don't really cost much ; there's true economy in buying them.
Select yours

a

splendid line

of

goods

and we »re

attention to some of our lines which are left from our

bargains

and mnst be seen to be

grade $2.08.
Men's Pat. Button Fitzu, narrow toe $3.60 grade
Men's Pat. Oxfords Fitzu 13.50 grade for $2 60.

appreciated.

Men's Calf Blncher Fitzu 94.00

you're ready.

for 12.49.

narrow toe 14.00 grade for |2.30.
W.
Also all our Men'· Tan Oxfords 14.00 grade for 12.08, $3.50 grade for
$3.00 grade $2.28.
of
And for women we bave Evangeline Boots, both button and lace. All kind»
for
stock $3 00 «crade
$2.30.

Men's Calf Oxfords Commodore

OCULIST,

Odd line* of Sorosis $4 00

Home office, 548$ Coogresa 8treet, Portland, will b· at bl* Norway office, over C.

FRIDAY, SEPT. 16,

and the third Frldaj of eaoh following I
month. Byes treated. Glaaaee fitted.

the County of Oxford and 8 tote of MsIbs, by bis

American

Kimball Brook,

broken :
of the
Mow, therefore, by reason of the breachof said
condition thereaf I claim a foreclosure

■8®a*7.»u.
I»

Why not try

Also a very large stock of Trunks,

Be

sore

and call

rou to do ao.

for $1.98.

on

Bags

and Suit Cases.

αι, both »t the Fair and at the Store.

grade

Prices low.

It will surely p»7

one Ρ

James N. Favor, «Si»;.".v."0"·"
91

Beauty Ties $2.60 grade

$4.00 grade $2.08, $3 50
and
$1.98.
$2.60
$2.28,
grade
12.69, $3.00 grade $2.89
Alao many other lines at these same sale prices.

more ^on
That your HORSE NEEDS A FLT NET any
a
net for
through the next two weeks. I can sell you good

Main St,

CASTOR IA Fitiiiuauicudni.

J, HiKMYn HwAhnrtBiifkl

KDWIM 8. HUTCHUI.

for $2.60.

All Women's Tan Oxfords Are marked down.

There is No Time of Year

day of June, I
Norway Lake.
moitfue deed dated the twentieth
and recorded In the Oxford Western 75 cents.
Mlas Sarah P. Newhall, who bad been I A. D. 1908,
District RefUtry of Deed·. Book 91, Pace 137,
•11 for nearly two weeka, waa oalled oonveyed to me the undersigned, a certain par«aid Fryeburf and ;
home the morning of 8ept. Sd. 8be will cel of real estate altuate In Northerly
land
byland
boanded as follows, to wit:
be greatly missed In the community.
of
of heirs of John Bachelder; easterly by MothPurbuin
of
;
E.
O.
Mananr
M.
Mrs.
and
Newport,
Col. Z'ipher
Lores to Brown
and westerly by laad of
erly by
and
Aterson Kneeland and Lore m ο Brown;
ha» been
whrnaa the condition of aald mortgage

grade $2 08, $3 50 grade

Evangeline Pumps and Oxfords $3.50 grade for $2.30.
New Century Pumps $2 50 grade for $2.09.

F. Rldlon'· «tore, Main Street,

▲11 work guaranteed.
The Iron bridge that tbey have been
/
building near P. W. 8auuders' plaoe wu
NOTICE OF FOBECLOBVBE.
finished Monday.
I
When·* 8elden W. Plnkbam of Frrebarf la

Vt., and bis son, Artbnr 0. Mansnr, of
Burlington, Vt., were here during the
week to attend the fnneral of Mlaa Newhall.
Mlas Goldle Frost, wboae ankle vu
brqken July 4th, la able to be around
■gala bol Um ankle la not atroog jet

OUR

Before you start for the fair.

Oxford

will find in DERBYS,

you
AT Lamson & Hubbard
$3, Noyes' Special,

37

can

are :

Style Pointers.

Men's Hat

Lyman Hall Cigars

We

Boys', only price

be said of

What is said of Men's Suits

range of Suits

Youths' Long Trousers Suits, $5 to $12.
Boys' Knickerbocker Suits, $3 up to $7.60.

Fill Your Pocket with

First-class fox hound, 3 years old.
A. E. CLARK,
South Paris.
37

$22.

to

Many people day like individuality in their -ireu.
/ Something different tban others. Perhaps you are hard
We have a large line of «ample* to make ycj 1
> to fit.
euil ln 10 day"'time* Uard|y ™y «τ* charge

HPecial
Department )
Youths' and Boys' Clothing.

grow. Tod have my guarantee that it
will take off your freckles and tan or I
will give you baok your money. Come
in. aee and try it. The Jars Are Large
and two at most are sufficient. I send
tbem by mail, If desired. Price 50c.
Chaa. H. Howard Co.

qualifications and not too old.
Κ. N. PRINCE, Buckfleld,

$5

is

We have other

makes.

leading

to

Order

harmless, and positively removes frecklea, tan, and brown moth, bleaches
dark faces light, and will not make hair

37

LIiXL·

prices

Suit range of

Special

a

ί have juat received a stock of Wilson's Freckle Cream made by Wilaon
Freckle Cream Co, Charleston, South
Carolina. It ia Fine, ia fragrant and

OU'LL

not extreme.

PRICES—Our

prices.

CASTORIA
III Hit Yti Hin Alwajs Bought

Lv I Π

Ι IVEl

"Guaranteed All Wool," and
Adler's "Collegian" are our
makes in cheaper suits.

C. H. Howard Co.

Freckled Girls.

Trousers

garment.

DR. J. F. TRUE & CO., Auburn, Me.

NORWAY,

λι ATLirp
v.
LJ

J&j

of

out

The three button,
breasted, medium
sack is the univeisal

full but

Maater Cecil Barker ia still quite ill without seeing them.
witb tbe meaalea.
Must be seen
Mr. Raymond A. McAlliater of Norway
COAT of Marmot fur, natural color, baa beautiful satin lining.
The wife and little eon of Rev. R. W.
and
Frank
Mr.
Mrs.
Brown of Southweat Harbor, Maine, visited his parents,
to be appreciated. $65.00.
at $30.00.
after visiting relatives up Sunday River MoAlllater, over Sunday.
COAT of black pony with black Skinner's satin lining. Cheap
Paris
of
North
E.
D.
Hammon
Mr.
and at Bethel, have returned to her
of electric seal (black) with black satin linings, $45.00.
COAT
in
term
of
school
the
his
third
opened
home.
CONT COATS with brown satin linings, $28.00.
Viola Little came up from Sunday Bartlettborongb District, Sept. 4.
with warm fur
Tbe screeching of the wild cat seems
and
aister
her
viait
River last Sabbath to
BLACK CHIFFON BROADCLOTH COAT marmot lined,
to be tbe excitement here at present.
her aunt here.
$30.00.
collar,
Several are selling their early applea. Some people in this place have aeen him.
BLACK COAT, pony lined, only $30.00.
A meeting waa held at the BartlettSome are ahipped away to Berlin and
shells and opossum
FUR LINED COATS with lustrous black broadcloth
borough school house Sunday evening.
other placée.
Mr. E. D. Hammon ia boarding at Mr.
Orlando Buck went to Lewlston on
collars. Only $30.00.
William D. McAllister's this term.
$15.00.
business recently.
FUR LINED COATS with black broadcloth shells and Cony collars,
Eva Farwell is at the Lake house
I
and
collars
ouffs,
$15.00.
warm
Lovell.
with
West
black
opossum
of
kersey
COATS
She can keep houae or
across the river.
Mrs. Jane Hatch viaited Mrs. Csroline
COAT of rich black velvet with brocaded satin lining, $25.00.
teach school, or do both if necessary.
relatives up Fox last week.
Prances Baker visited
COAT of black velvet with light orange satin linings, $20.00.
Mra. Mildred Pox visited at W. S.
brocaded satin
Sunday River, and ia now here attending
BLACK CARACUL COATS of beautiful lustre, with rich
drat
of
the
week.
In
tbe
Fox's
Stow
achool.
is
at
$20.00.
thia
of
McAllister
la
here
village
linings,
Henry
Sister Roae P. Houghtaling
BLACK CARACUL COATS with light colored quilted satin linings, $15.00.
from Philadelphia viaitlng relatives. She Geo. H. Pox' cottage for two weeks.
at $10.00.
Mrs. Roy LeBaron and four children
son aod
her
viait
to
in
Boston
BLACK CARACUL COATS for Misses at $8.00 and for Ladies
.stopped
for a visit before
daughter, Dr. and Mrs. R. Smith, also are at M. A. LeBaron's
coat with diagonal backs or lioings, $19.00.
6RET
MIXTURES,
nobby
called to see her aunt, M. D. Wright, and leaving for her home in Georgia.
collar and
DIAGONAL MIXTURES lined with green, has mannish pockets,
cousina. Mra. Roae Packard HoughtaFORCED TO LEAVE HOME.
old
nor
the
kin
her
with
faced
not
caffs
does
$19.00.
green,
forget
ling
back giving
Every year a large number of poor sufPine Free State, her native state. Her
TAN AND GREY DIAGONALS in pretty mixtures has belted
came on to Boston, feren, whose lung· are sore and racked
Gertrude
daughter
waist
line
effect,
$12.50.
and they all spent a pleasant outing at witb cough·, are urged to go to another high
/
climate. But thia is costly and not alSagamore Beach.
Our furs are here and they were never so pretty and
The weather ia cooler, and fall, then ways aure. There's a better way. Let
at
Buying for six stores in such
never at such cheap
winter, will aoon be here. Huatleand Dr. King's New Discovery cure you
home. "It cured me of lung trouble,"
get ready for winter.
to customers. Our suits are
cost
reduces the
Methel Packard and ber friend, Miaa writes W. R. Nelson of Calamine, Ark., large
and
47
elae
failed
I
"when
all
and
at
here
gained
called
Randall of Bethel Hill,
arriving. The prices are unusually low.
the cemetery reoently. Methel ia keep- pounds In weight. It's surely the king
curea." Thousands
ing boose for the loved ones at home of all cough and lung
since her mother's death, and with the owe tbeir lives and health to it. Il'·
Tor Coughs, Colds,
care of her invalid grandmother %e can positively guaranteed
La Grippe, Aatbma, Cmup—all Throat
see it is quite a task for ber.
$1.00.
Sweet corn le being hauled to the and Luog troubles. 50c. and
Trial bottle free at the pharmacy of tbe
7th.
Maine boy,
who went to Arizona In 1883, at tbe age
of 20, la a Ropublican candidate for tbe
United States Senate from that atate.
He waa born in Soutbport, and received
part of bla eduoation In tbe common
school· there, supplementing it by attending a night achool and by private
study. He is the locator and builder of
what la known aa the Bright Angel trail.

lead, Blues

never

—

single
length

a large
Our stock of wool and fur coats now represents
are
and desirable assortment and they are still coming. They
birthday Saturday.
to
beauty,
In respect
W. M. Ricker went to Sabattu· Sunday all beauties, not a poor one in the lot
to attend the funeral of hie little nephew,
are perfection. Our coats
and
they
quality,
workmanship
Maater Burton Ricker, who died sudden- lit,
Prices
will bear the careful inspection of the most critical.
ly, aged δ years.
coat
a
to
afford
purchase
You cannot
are very moderate.
Eaat Stoneham.

Ralph Henry Cameron,

_

FABRICS—Cassi meres are the
leading clothe, but worsteds
are always good.

and Worm Medicineto

quantities

good, Grays

are

The Family Laxative
U the

NOW READY !

STYLE POINTERS ON MEN'S SUITS.

MIBDLB INTEBVALE.

...

Mason.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarenoe Tyler are rejoicing over the birth of a daughter,
Esther Louise.
Ε. H. Morrill I· on the sick liât.
Mr. and Mra. Walter Strickland of
Wakefield, Maa·., are viaitlng at 8. 0.
G rover's.
Misa Grace Howe la caring for Mra. C.
A. Tyler.
Mrs. Robert Cushlng returned from
Portland Sunday where ahe baa been
viaitlng her daughter, Mra. Kennlson.
J. A.' McKenxle waa In South Parla
one day lut week.
H. G. Maaon la quite poorly at thia

FALL STYLES

the
often fail to realize, that
It
cured.
and
be
quickly
safely
common ills of children can
their
is a fact too often overlooked, that mothers can easily help
in o the perfect
children past the many dangers of childhood
and womanhood.
manhood
of
fitness
early
physical
It is

waa

to1

dwell with Him above."

cherish her memory.

Tbe Nexlnsoot History Club met wltb
In Cbase's

covered about 160 miles.
Mr. and Mrs. Cbas. Bradbury have
been here from Boeton.
Mr. Braokett, tbe principal of the high
Tuesday evening, Mrs. Anna M. C.
Tillingbast of Llvermore Falla delivered school, with bis family, came Saturday
ι moat convincing temperance lecture in and will live In Mr. Smith's hooae on
Odeon Hall. Every argument of the Sim Street.
Mrs. Oeo. R.Coyle, a former resident,
enemies of prohibition was met fairly
and squarely with undeniable answers. has been railing on old friends in town
She held the olosest attention of her thla week and visiting Mra. Emily Shaw.
Miss Marion Wilson gave a very pleaslarge audienoe for more than an hour.
Having lived In four lioense states she ing entertainment at Odd Fellows Hall

—

He is in
camps, and then shot himself.
serious condition but alive. Reports indicate that Brooks was under the influence of liquor, but do not indicate
definitely whether ihe motive was jealfrom
ousy or anger at being discharged
Mrs. Burrill's employ.

to

a

West Sumner.

uw».

At Wynona camps on Lake Messalonskee, Belgrade, Thursday, William J.
Brooks of Oakland shot and killed Mrs.
Maude E. Burrill, the proprietor of the

There

Rev. Mr. Krome, who hae spent the
summer in Bethel, returned to Providence, R. I., Wednesday. He will return to Bethel to accompany bis Wife
and little son home the first of Ootober.
The academy and town school· opened Tuesday, 8ept 5th.

Dr. Roseman
Miss Robbins
is doing well and is expected home soon.
The fall term of school In this village
Pond last Thursday
opened Monday, Sept. 4, taught by Miss
at C. E. Wentworth of Bridgton, who
oeen ai
Mrs Ethel Hanscome, who has ^
taught the spring term. Miss WentBirch-haven, returned to her home
worth made many friends here who
..d Nancy M111.U were glad to welome her back. The
school in Pleasant Pond district opened
were at South Paris last
d the rime day and is taught by Miss
Mrs. Azel Bryant was at Rumlora
Esther Eastman.
Mrs. Ella Chandler made a business factory Sept.
to the
went
Setb Walker of Bethel Hill waa
trip to Lewiston Thursday.
en route to
Arthur Bosworth of Hartford Is here through here the 7th ioat.
his cottnge near the Ferry farm. He
teachers, Miss Dresser and Misa Kenaaii. with his thrashing machine thrashing
haa rented tbis cottage and farm to Earl
«rain.
Dutton and family.
has
of
Mrs
Lottie
Mass.,
Waterford.
Emery
Lynn,
Eut
We have received an invitation fr<>m a
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Emery
Mr·. Geo. Cutting and two ohildren of
cousin in Boston to visit cousina there,
Ryerson.
Conuecticut are guest· at 11. O. Rolfe's.
two large
A quiet wedding mok place Sunday, aod the only living aunt of
Cbarle* Barnes and two children of
Bowker Healh families of Packards and Penleya.
Mr.
when
Guy
3,
Sept.
E.
Waketield, Uais are guest· at J.
Elmer Traxk la Betting poata and makand Miss Inez Reta Dean were united in
Mclntire*·.
near the
at the home of the bride's ing a wire fence on bla farm
marriage
J
Mr·.
and
Mr.
Mr*. L. B. Mclntire,
Mr. aud Mrs. George H. old Ferry farm, now owned by Dr. John
grandparents,
visited
have
Hall
and
Lizzie
Κ Mrlotire
Barrows. They were married in the Twaddle.
U G. Mclatire'· family at Peak'· Island
afternoon just before church service by
recently.
West Bethel.
Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker. The bride
Η Ο. Rolf* took C. H. Pride, wife and
was attired in a close fitting nlle greet) "Keep oil bopln' for the beet;
daughter, and Maud Mixer to Portland
«un
(be
When
goes down the west,
with hat to match with
traveling
You Jest wipe your weepln' eye·—
Saturday in his auto, returning Sunday. handsomegown
After church
feather.
white
soon
you'll «ee blm rise I
Hurty
Charles H. Kilbuurne of New York
service a reception was held at the home Twlnklln* through the dark an* dew—
ha· spent a fortnight with hi· family
made for yout"
the
aunablne
Warn't
of the bride. There were about thirty
here.
from
those
Among
present.
persons
a
n
Λ
*»—
-η
Mr. and Mrs. L. E. Mclntire attended
"Autumn oft baa been considered,
H/nu πνιν
uut υι
Pomona at Otistleld Gore.
Time of sorrow, time of fear,
of Parie Hill and Mr.
Knickerbocker
But It Is a time of gladness.
on
farm
her
sold
ban
Mrs. Ella Ames
"
Lunt of Buckfield.
and
Mrs.
High noon" of the waning year.
Timothy
of
Devon
Mr.
a
Berlin,
Temple Hill to
Then the trees are clad In brightness,
Cake and ice cream were nerved. After
X. H.
Then the purple asters glow,
the reception Mr. and Mrs. Heath went
Fields are golden for the harvest,
God bis blessing doth bestow."
to the home of the bride's uncle, Charles
Buckfield.
North
few
a
v
to
They
days.
Barrows,
spend
Dor
days ended Tuesday.
William Clapp, soo, and grandson, have the best wishes of a host of friends.
Ruat is killing potato vines.
who bave spent their vacation in the
The S. Β. H. Club was entertained by
Beans ripen slowly this year.
place, have returned to their home in Mrs. Hattie Howe at the club room
Station agent O'Reilly is enjoying a
Salem, Mas·.
Thnrsday afternoon. Roll call was an- vacation.
Mrs. Flora Smith of Cliftondale, Mass., swered by quotations from William CulJosiah Swett baa bought Bell's hall
bas been visitiug ber father, Isaac Fuller. len Bryant. Current event· were disand the 6<>odridge store.
meetall
an
bad
Mountain Grange
day
cussed, after which the study of Mexico
Fred Wiggett has sold bis bouse in
ing Saturday, the 2J, it being children'· was taken up. Closed with conundrums this village to Lelund Mason.
a
lecturer
be
ua
the
will
and
gave
temper- and puzzles. The next meeting
day,
Joseph I. Spofford leaves Bethel this
ance programme all liatened with interSep(. -1
week for Savannab, Ga.
est to a tine temperance addreas from
Butter, eggs and sugar are advancing
Greenwood.
Wilbert G. Mallett, principal of Farmin price, but people must eat.
recltationa
The
School.
of
Mills
Normal
Locke's
Dunham
A.
ington
Charles
A fresh coat of white paint is being
the children were visited at the Bennett place the first of
on temperance by
spread on the village scbool bouse.
much enjoyed.
the week and two days later Mr. and
The fall term of our village sobool
Clyde Keene and family from Haver- Mrs Joeeph W. Cummingsof Greenwood opens on Monday of this week with Miss
hill, Mass., are vlaitlng bla father, Calvin City did the same thing.* As already an- Shaw,
teacher.
Keene.
nounced Mr. Cummings has sold his
a few from this plaoe attended
Washington Heald atarted for Sears- farm and will leave some time this theOoly
state fair, but the crowd will go to
who
port on the 4th to join hi· family,
month, the location not yet known.
the county fair as usual.
are visiting at Wm. Heald'·.
More than fifty years ago, when the
John
Cleveland Waterhouse and
who
nurse
trained
the
Miss Abbott,
county map was published, there was a Matberson went to Canada Wednesday
Helen
Misa
Heald,
for
called
has been caring
small body of water near by
to attend the fair at Sherbrooke.
returned to ber home in Portland Mon- Sheepskin Pond, and so represented on
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan P. Dennlson
was
the
the map. Subsequently
pond
day.
*
were visited last week by the wife and
runsmall
stream
a
drained, leaving only
two youngest children of their soo, H.
Hiram.
ning through, thus turning the place W. Dennlson of South Pari·.
some
cranwhich
into
produces
bogland,
Hon. Wm. F. Greene of Madison visitJohn Carleton is having the inside of
but never
ed his brother, Koscoe G., at East Hiram berries nearly every year,
his unoccupied bouse painted and paperor two ago
A
Cod.
to
day
Cape
equal
recently.
ed, and will move there from the ferry
writer visited the place by permisEimer M. Hubbard of Kansas visited the
bouse as soon as the ice oloses the river.
was surprised to learn that
and
sion,
and
K.
bla sister·, Mr·. Mary
Young
H· came Jack Frost ^had already preoeded us,
Mrs. John B. Pike, this week.
But Bethel.
and in some places spoiled nearly oneto Standieh with a carload of twentyMr. and Mrs. George K. Hastings visitthe berries. We had no idea
of
third
hi·
sixth
It
for
horses
four
sale,
being
that anything about here had been killed ed Portland last Saturday to have their
trip of the kind since February.
since the lowest temperature to son Robert's eyes attended to. Tbey
Arthur Harford of Bethlehem, Penn., by frost
also visited relatives at South Paris.
date at the bouse was 30.
is at Ell C. Wadsworth's on bnaineaa.
Miss Eva Glioes is teaching the fall
Mr. Farr'a auction occurred Monday,
Ml·· Hannah E. Bucknell has returnas a general thing sold terra of school here and boarding at Guy I
ed from a visit to Mrs. Ann A. True of and the goods
well. The auctioneer was In the beat of Bartlett'·.
Portland.
Mrs. C. M. Kimball, Ceylon M. Kim
humor, but when Stanton Cole, that litMr·. Everett Stuart 1· quite 111.
waa pointed out to ball and Mr. Ο. B. Farwell attended state I
Cyrus H. Goodwin baa bought the tle 70 pound man,
then his wife and their fine fair at Lewiston last Thursday.
James H. Ridlon farm of Mra. Ivory H. him, and
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Bartlett entertain*
looking little kids, some thought they
Maddox.
of something that indicated ed all of tbeir children and grandobllThe two corn shop· are In operation Haw a shade
and Mrs.
envy, but of cause that was only imagi- dren Sept. Sd as follows:—Mr.
with plenty of business.
was equally humorous Walter E. Bartlett, Miss Elsie Bartlett,
We learn that our voting list oontalns nation since h·
Mr. and Mrs. David Gaw and little son
during the remainder of the sale.
302 names.
Mr. Maxfield bad a load of household of Cambridge, Mass., and Mr. and Mrs.
of
St.
Pike
Vinton
Mo.,
Joseph,
Judge
and after Mr. Farr'a were Herbert Lyon and little daughter of
bas finished hi· annual vlait to bla goods there,
the other lot went in the Rumford Falls.
brother, John B. Pike, and his mother, disposed of,
Mr. G. K. Hastings and Mr. Will Bartsame manner, thus making what might
and returned home.
auction.
lett picked their sweet corn last week.
Maater Raymond C. Cotton, on Sept. be called a double
Mr. Louie Rowe, who has been learn2d, hi· 7th birthday, had a very pleaaant
Oxford.
ing farm work at Porter FarweU'atbel
lawn party.
past summer, baa returned home
The Oxford High School opened Sept. Melrose, Masa.
The same teachers are employed
5.
Hebroa.
John Howe, Eva Been, Frank Bean, I
and a goodly number of new Bthel Cole and other* have returned to
Mis· Daisy Cusbman and Mis· Eva thia year
were present.
scholars
Gould Academy.
Barrow· have returned to their teaching
Mr. Clark and party from Lynn, Mass.,
in Massachusetts.
Parrott cottage.
the
at
are
Mr·. H. A. Cusbman li at home from
North Waterford.
Miss Nellie Elden returned to her
Ocean Park.
Walter Brown's band that had blood
in Massachusetta Thursday.
home
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Bearce and little
Howard Farrington has sold hia bouse poison In It Is doing well.
son left Tuesdav for their home in
Mr. MoKeneey and son are laying a
on Pleaaant Street to Cyrus Linnell of
Washington, D. C.
Mr. Farrington will move to wall back of Parris Paige's house which
Otisfield.
two
Keene
and
and
Mr.
Mrs. Clyde
will be cemented to keep the dirt from
as soon as possible.
children of Grovner, Mass,, rae visiting Masaachusetts
Frank Chapman has bought a camp washing on the house.
at C. H. George'·.
of Mra. Anna Edwards on the shore
George Holt and wife kre at Chatham,
C.
H. George and Mi·· Gertrude lot
.V. H., where Mr. Holt haa work in the
of Lake Thompson.
George and Mr. and Mra. Arthur George
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Andrews of Au- «pool mill.
atrended Pomona Grange at Otisfield
Mr. and Mra. Will Ray are taking eare
gusta are stopping with Mrs. Andrews'
Tuesday.
•if tbloga in general for Mr. and Mra.
and Mrs. Cyrua Hayes.
Miss Isabelle Benson la at home from parent·, Mr.
Homer Black, who baa been ataylng Will Rice while they are away. They
North Bridgton and will teaoh In the
at
C. B. Haskell's thia summer, haa re have visited Lewiston, Portland and Old
Nelson District thl· fall.
Orobard. Their aon Donald went with
to hia home In New York.
turned
I·
In
BuckEllen
Glover
MIm
teaching
Elmer McAllister has finished work 'hem.
field.
Maater Willis Littlefleld Is a gueet of
Perkins and will move to MeProf, and Mra. Joy are at home for a for W. K.
his grandmother, Mra. Rilla Maraton, of
chanic Falls.
visit la Airfield.
few

Β'ϊ"»»ο.ΐ«1.η.ω

fited for work in domestic

Resolutions of Respect.
Whereas, Mountain Grange, No. 164,
North Buckfleld, is again callP. of Η
ed to mourn the loss of a worthy sister;
therefore
Resolved, That in the death of Sister
Emily C. Bicknell we have lost a worthy
member of our order; one who was ever
willing to work for the good of the order.
"Rest thee, sister, from thy labor,
Rest In Go«l'e eternal love;
He baa called thee to thy mansion.

Mrs. Dora Jaoksou has been
guest of relatives at Milton.

«*»"")£;

science teachers.
Actual practice in teaching will be
given in tbe model classes of the Normal

Here's

vale.

o..h. Mass.,
day.

Locke'· Mill·.
Mrs. Abbie Trask spent last week in
Portland visiting friends.
Mr and Mrs. John Marshall have re
turned to Burlington, Vt., after spending their vacation at CaniP Kch®·
David Foster and Herbert Mwn *
tended the K. of P. meeting at Bryant

science, may take the third year's course,
thus fitting themselves to be domestic

Maine News

d£

visitors are
appearing and their absence makes the
town a bit lonesome.
Franklin Grange will soon give» a reception to the school officers, teacher

Textiles, Elementary
ment Making,
Cooking and Table Service. The second
year's work consists of Advanced Cookery, Menu Making, Marketing, Laundry
Work and Dresamaking.
Students having taken the two years'
it to
course or its equivalent and found

mobile.

E. C. Bowler and family have returnfuneral of Mrs. Ezra Ridlou.
Mrs. Lorlnda Curtis has returned from ed from an outing at Pemaquld.
Dr. and M re. F. B. Tuell have been
a visit with relatives at Readfleld.
Mr. and Mra.
Mrs. Ellsworth Curtis is visiting her visited by their children,
of Dorcheater, Maaa.,
Carlson
Gotthard
DickFuller
at
Mrs.
and
Mr.
oarents,

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Dunham and sons,
Mi..Sn.i. Rand and Frederick, who were recent
visitors at Charles F. Barden's, have returned to their home at Rumford Falls.
G. A. Smith and wife, Mrs. L. H. I'enley, Mrs. Samuel Johnson, and Miss
Clara Hall took an auto trip to the state
fair Tuesday.

ADYERT'SEMENTS.

An Important Sale.
Wool Coats and Fur CoatsThere 1» No Time of Year.
We Shall Have on Exhibition.
Mothers, Help Your Children.
New Fall Hat.
Lyman Hall Cigars.

given three very
morning· on tbe

at Dr. Gehrin^'s. Mr·. Mrs. Wilder at her borne
Marshall la a «later of Dr. Gehrlng. Mills Tuesday.
Tbe Boston Comedy Co.
The trip to Bethel was made by auto-

attending

sar-»rfSS

Fair.

Mr. and Mr·. Marshall of Cleveland,

Ohio, are vial ting

Mrs. Robinson and Mlaa Towne left
H. Br».., .to h- millinery displays at Boston.
to
Rev. D. F. Nelson of South Portland Bethel Sunday to begin their return
California.
was in town last week to attend the their borne in Pomona,

"cU·
Dixfl.Id

Rer. Mr. Lamb baa
be able to enter school.
N. R. Springer delivered a temperance able talk· on Sunday
resubmission question.
addreea at Locke'· Mill· Sunday.
m to

the Blue Stores,
Remember
Your
Help
Mothers,
Children!

Lewis M. Mann lost a valuable work
horse last week. The horse was one of
span used upon one of his farms In
vleitjng ">·"
I aWoodstook.
Mrs. Emma Estee of Portland Is visitA· Bnwk.it, "β°"™ΐ'
spoke from experience In regard to the Wedneaday evening under the auipioea
u. β»—* «th·Bub- ing her mother. Mrs. Bllsba Emery.
of tbe Rebekaba.
Tbe entertainment
the utter disregard for law.
Mrs. Emma W. Mann Is

I.od «t.

Events.

BackfMd.
Bethel.
Μη. Minnie Cbue of Brownvllle has
Carroll Valentine went to Portland
Sunday and had an operation performed been thevguest of Mlu Sarah Speuldlng
for a week.
upon bla throat, and Is so far recovered

.Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

Norway, Main·.

<*

(&//&&££*

'

Dpera House Block,

Telephone 38*3.

Norway, Maine.

The Oxford Democra L.
ι

=

SOUTH PARIS.
SOCTH PAW· ΡΟβτ omoB.
7 & a. ■· to 7 Λ) p. a.

OAeeUounr

ÛBA5D TBCKX KA1LWAY.

oommencln* Aug. β,1911,
T«»wi

lkavk

aocTH faku

dally ; β Λ1 A. M
'ea»t)-J « A.
4j A. m..
lAlly except Sunday; 4.1 S
à»lly. Sunday excursion trains, 7:J

,,οίηί lown

p'J"
»

,

west)-10:13 A.M., dally; S-35F.il
except Sunday; 7:12 r. m„ dally; 10S 2
laity· Sunday excursion traîne, 10.1

£*;v«r

*·

Albert Kicker of Biddeford is
Richard·*.
Κ Satsuel

»

guee t

Mr*.

Thomae Powers has
relatives at Sangervllle.

week.
\V
jo

!

«ad

family

guests at L. S. Merrill'·.

of Cam

Maxim's.

Misa Mildred Maxim has returnee
from a two weeks' stay with friends li
Woodfords.
Mrs. Alton C. Wheeler went Fridsy to
and will *lsit in that vicinity foi
about ten dsy·.

Boston,

Mr. and Mr». Bert Messer of Haverhill,
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ε. N.
Andersen this week.

Sunday evening.
Howard Shaw played

next

the piano at
Miss Olive Thompson'» farewell party at
Paris Hill Monday evening.
Maud Carter started Monday
morning for Dorchester, Mass., to resuiue her work of teaching·
Mine

>

AH the schools in town begin neit

am L. Blood ie visiting relative) ι Monday, with teachers announced in the
friends in Massachusetts for a fe* Democrat some weeks since.

week».

Hattie Hooper, who had beei
a part of her vacation here, 'e
iper ne
turned to Boaton Tuesday.
y

s

and Mr·. Samuel Moree and sor
Artier .'f Minneapolis have been guesti
few days.
H A. E. Moree'e for a
Mr

Andrews and Miss Eva
l2i^WHwere in Lewiston «iuite a pari
a» week, attending state fair.
I.

Mm.

K.

'0t

Mrs J. J. Murphy and Miss Ruse A.
ν visited in Lewiston several days
y
Λ-dk, and attended state fair.
M;whi>

-«turtevant and daughter Marion,
-ve been visiting relatives here,
1 Thursday to their home in Wa-

Miss Faith Davie has returned from
Kennebunk Beach, where ahe baa been

employed during the

summer.

Miss Leona D. Stuart went Friday to
to teach English
and French in the high school.

Limestone, where she is

Mrs. George Wise left Monday morning for a visit to relatives and friends in
Rockland, Brockton and Quincy, Mass.
Miss Flora Ritner Harlow, who has
been at Walter P. Maxim's during the

returned
in Bridgeport, Ct.
sommer,

Saturday

to

her home

Miss Helen Luce and Mrs. Burleigh
Standiah of Sew Portland are guests at
W. B. Strickland's. Mrs. Standish te a
cousin of Mr. Strickland.

tervi'le.
Miss Alice Barden of West Parie Bang
M « Rthel C. Crockett left Saturday
is to a solo at the morning service at Deering
for il3verhill, Mass., where she
Memorial church Sunday which was
a primary echool for the comteiw.
much enjoyed by those present»
jotj year

At the state fair last week Oxford Co.
King left Saturday afternoon
(nrl.vun, Mass., where he is to be in Cieamery took three blue ribbons. 1st
of the («eneral Electric Co. for firkin of butter, for prints, and for
;
tb
box of butter—almost all they asked for.
for t!:e coming year.
;

He:'ry E. Howe, after spending the

The Kenney and Camming* Claims

Now 1er the Coumty Feb·.

The liveliest place in the two towm
Mise Georgia Sheldon of Belfast »u ι k for the next few day·, will be the fal
guest at J. P. Richardion'· over Sunday grounds. Indeed, it baa tellen llttl
abort of that for several daya past.
Miaa Fanny Chapman noee Tuesday t< 1
The merry-<r«-*ound waa on the groan
resume her studies at Gorham Norma I
early laat week-the «me that haabee
School.
here for some year», belonging to Β. Β
Mrs. A. A. Abbott and daughter San , Fellowa of Lancaster, N. H·,—»nd th
of Lynn, Mue., are guests at Benjamii bis rush of fakera came Friday. Katin
Swett's.
places have been full of women cooklni
and making ready, and member· of tû
Mr·. Harry Saunders and little aoi 1
four grange· whioh will make exhibit
Elton of Woodfords are gueets at A. C
have pnt in a number of day· of bar

Miaa Anna M. Barkley, a missionary
in Cuba, will apeak in the Baptist ohurch

recent!;

Mr and Mr·. Joseph H. Porter of Boi
relative· in Pari».
t, ο are visiting
left Friday to re
Maxwell
jliM Edith
in Maiden, Mass.
|0m.> her leaching
Manufactur
j a Scott of the Mason
was in Boston several days lae
inii i

are

Mass.,

Ellaworfch i
Mim Mildred Fer&ald of
g: W. 0. Frothingbam'·.

fiairad

Henry J. Merrill

den

working day·, Tuesday anc
Wednesday, were oocnpied In the bear
ing on the claim· (or damage· again·!
the Sonth Pari· Village Corporation bj
Two fall

r
ι

I reason oi the diversion of water from
ι Stony Brook for the village water «y»
These claims were brought bj
tern.
) Mrs. Almlra J. Kenney and the Cam
m
ing· Manufacturing Co., owners ol
;
water powers in South Pari· village, or
Stony Brook. No adjustment of tbe
ι claims having been agreed upon by the
I partie·, they were referred to the ooun·
ty commissioner· according to the termi
all thla la aide-abow. Meanwhll ι of the act authorizing the manloipal
water system in South Paris.
entries for the fair proper have beei
Mrs. Kenney was represented by Hon.
coming in faat at the offloe of S*°r®*ar·
À. S. Kimball of Norway, and the Cam
W. O. Frothingbam, and the indication
are that there will be a large ahow li
mlngs Manufacturing Co. by Hon,
Walter L,
Enooh Foster of Portland.
all departmenta.
L1
Good weather for the week ia the onl.
Gray appeared for the Village Corpora
thing needed now, and if we can keei tion, and Hon. A. B. Herrlck of Bethel
was associated with bim.
up the good luck of the P»"t few yew
After the arrival of the forenoon trains
in that respect, condition· will be nearl;
Tuesday, the oounty commissioners, at^
For the convenience of fair visitor·,,
torneys, and others interested, went to
special train will leave Portland at 7:31 take a view of the premises. They Ina. m. on the seoond and third days ο
spected the two mills in the village, and
the fair, and return leaving South Parii the dams and reservoir· of the village
water system. This trip took until wei]
Skt β P. M.
Entries for the race·, which cloeec past noon, and it was nearly three
last Tuesday, are aa follows, and a largi o'clock when the hearing began in the
number of horeee are already in th< afternoon. It continued through that
day and Wednesday until 4 o'clock.
stalls:
Without going into the details of testi2.40 Class. Trot or P«»· Purse ·200.
mony on that point, it may be as well to
Dan Baner. blk colt. Horace Chenery. BeU&tt
summarize by saying that the South
iiiinnMv Wilkes b κ. Hall Edwards. Cisco.
Dexter R. oh s, Ε U Archibald, West Poland.
Pvris Village Corporation, authorized by
Naxamova b id. College 8Ublei, Brunewlck.
act of the legislature of 1000, esSauta Rosa Girl. b m. College Subies. Bruns special
tablished a municipal water system, seMaid. b m. College Stables. Brunswick curing its water by building two dame,
Jacob, ch g. F H Bumpu». South Parts.
one on Stony Brook and the other on
Llttiu Mike, g g· James Pledge, Norway.
Cooper Spring Brook, a tributary ol
M.irurett. rn m, J Bradbury,Presque Isle.
Jeffroure, br g, J Ν Wlllard, Presque le e.
Stony Brook, above the junction, these
J N Wlllard, Presque Isle.
MlldredJ. g
two dams being about four miles from
John Direct, b g. Γ Β Fogg. South Paris.
South Paris. A statement filed by the
Frank Albert, b s. May berry Fat®,
lta
Gala Wilkes, b m, L Ε Faunce, Mechanic Falls. village corporation, at the time of this
Karon Sldnut. br s, A Ε Russell. Lewiston.
hearing, under the statutes, is to the
Phil 'Γ, ch g, A Ε Russell. Lewiston.
effect there bas been taken from Stony
Deacon, br g. Win. Gregg. Andover.
Brook for the use of the village, water
Auiy. b m. 1 Ρ Woodbury. Portland.
i-auaiA Merrick it i. Geo G Robeus, Sanford.
to the amount of 225,000 gallons in each
Ρ Ε UttleUeld, Rochester,
Friday
br,
The use of water
twenty-four hours.
from the brook by the village began in
Aeroplane, b m. W R Chapman, Bethel.
Masterpiece, ch s, W R ^apman. Bethe
January, 1010.
Miss damage, b m, Harry Richards, »o
R. L. Cumminge, president of the
AUredSeleon, b g, Harry Richards, Wood- Cummings Manufacturing Co., told of
the use of water power in the company's
Benton, b m, M Smith, Laconla. N H.
1
plant, which is used as a foundry, for
j McFarland, Lancaster, Ν Η.
the manufacture of plow·,
wagons,
2 18 Class. Trot and Pace. Purse ·200.
double runner pungs, job work, etc.
From two to five men are employed
There is a
Krauk Taylor. ch κ. College Stables. Brunswick practically all the time.
Smith
Denmark.
L
Verley
fifteen horso power water wheel under a
f."thAW P«riev L Smith, Kaet Deouiaric.
nine foot head, and the power it* used
Korward mchen. W L Johnson. East Denmark.
for running a variety of machines.
Mm Klrii b m. F Β Fogg. South Paris.
In
Kob Patch, b g. Joe Η Johnson, Portland.
190S an electric motor was installed as
Itonone cb Κ.Β Η Bisbee. East Sumner.
but
an
the
was
water
auxiliary power,
Falls,
Col. Direct, b g. L Ε Faunce,
used as much as possible.
Mr. Cum»ilk Wilkes η m. 1 W Pottle, Portland.
Pine Tree Stables, Lewiston.
described bow mncb the water
mings
b g! I Ρ Woodbury
was used during 190S and 1900, and said
Louise Baslitord. b m, C Κ Marcu, ouiuo
that since the village water was put in
View
Farm, the electric power has bad to be used
bg. Mountain
much more than before—he estimated it
br m. Mountain View
at onobalf the time.
Flanders, Plymouth.
The Cummings Manufacturing
Co.
also owns a storage dam above the Ken,j McFarland, Lancaster, Ν Η.
and
Mr.
that
stated
ney mill,
Cummings
3 Year-Old Trot and Pace. Purse ·100.
in previous years he had sold water from
Clara Ward b f. Horace Chenery, BeUaat.
this to Mr. Kenney to the amount of
about fifty dollars in a year at fifty cents
a day, but that
last year tbe amount
thus sold was only seven dollars. There
was also an added expense since the
2.30 Class. Trot and Pace, Purse ·200.
diminution of the water in oaring for the
luanalita b t. Horace Chenery. Belfast.
Ε U Archibald. West
n«i« K °b
wooden dams and keeping thorn frum
m. College Stables.
RowGirûbm. College Stables. Bruns- damage on account of tbe absence of
water. He estimated the damage to the
Scella Maid, br m. College Stables. Brunswick.
compaoy, from the taking of the village
water, at $150 per year.
Later Mr. Gray cited the rule of law
that the measure of damage in the case
of tbe taking of water was tbe depreciated value of tbe real estate due to such
taking. This rule of law was agreed to
as correct by tbe attorneys for the claimants, and Mr. Cummings subsequently
Deacon, br g. Wnj. Gregg. Andover.
made an estimate of tbe depreciation of
the real estate of tbe company at $1500.
Be also estimated the depreciation of
value of Mr. Kenney's mill at tbe same
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Miss Marguerite Elder returned Monfor Wor- day morning to her home in Maiden,
lumruer here, left Thursday
a stu- Ma*s
in preparation for the opening of
cester, M iss., where he will be
the year at Smith College, in which she
dent in Worcester Academy.
is a student.
Mm Nettie Weeks and Mr. and Mr·.
from
returned
Officers aud members of the degree
have
Weeks
Marshall
South ^cott· Bay, Nova Scotia, where staff of Hamlin Temple are requested to
be present at the regular meeting Tuesthey bave spent the summer.
day evening, Sept. 12th. Light refreshM. ami Mrs. George M Cutting were ments will be served.
in A: lover the first of last week to atMrs. L. E. Bean has purchased a lot
the funeral of Mr. Cutting's brothtoe
er ii.iton Cutting, who died at the age next south of her house on Pine Street,
100 feet on the street and 125 feet deep,
of 87 year·.
which she will use as a grove, and >t ta
Hubert Davis is the guest of Charles now
being cleared for that purpose.
S stanhope, a college friend, at Sebec
to
Some
forty or fifty new names were
Lak( for two weeks before returning
Bate* at the opening of the college year added to the voting liât in Paris during
the three days that the selectmen were
on the 19th.
in session last week, and about the same
has
been
Haskell
receiving
Σ S.
number, of those who are dead or remucii attention from his friends for the moved from town, were taken off.
due
to the arrival of a son at
week,
pas'
William C. Cummings, who was seMother and
bis home Monday night.
verely wound ml in the :»fïray as a conséchi.J are doing well.
quence of which Movnette Cummings is
H. H. Stuart and family, who have now in
jail, ia reported as gaining well
bee: with bis parents here and at the at the
in Lewieton, and is exhospital
lake cottage for part of the vacation,
to make a full recovery, except
pected
be
ie
where
left Thursday for Augusta,
the loss of an eye.
principal of the Cony High School.
the Democrat goes to press, a little
Mis· Uarst and Miss Nettie Getcbell, before noon
Monday, the voting is prohave been spending the vacation
wc
ceeding rapidly, with the prospect of a
Wood· figure.
here, left Sunday morning to return to very large vote—probably as large aa
J. Δ. Kenney, manager of the Kenney
tbeir teaching. Miss Garst in Washing that
caat at a regular elect on. AI»* Nelson, b g, Harry Richards. Woodusually
mill, which is in bis wife's name, stated
ton, D. C., and Miss Getchell in Boston. The weather ia perfect and the traveling
bis site was first occupied by a mill
b g. William Flanders, Plymouth, that
All sections of the town are
He employs from three to !
in 1783.
N U"
Although the Sunday excursions to id good.
three
the
first
Ν
Η.
In
out
well.
the
McFarland.
on
j
Lancaster,
3d, turning
Portland aa advertised ended
twenty-five men at different seasons of
ο
at
the
S
on
after
hours
clock,
one
polls
opeued
running
two more were added,
2 22 Class, Trot and Pace, Purse $200.
year, sawing long lumber and short
town of 1 ans,
lumber, turning dowels, and making
Sunday the 10th, and another is adver- 350 votes were cast in the
time.
for
the
is
a
number
which
former
the
on
large
uext
for
tised
Sunday,
toys. Has sawed about 350,000 feet of
dauta Rosa Girl, b m, College Stable·, Brunsle.
bed
u
κ
long lumber and 275 to 400 cords of
Sunday eveuiog tue nnai ratseuug ox
in Scoiia Maid, br id. College SUblee. Brunswick, white birch a year. About six years
Mrs. Γ. G. Wheeler and daughter* the prohibition campaign was held
Patcheu, W L Johnson, East Deu- ago be put in auxiliary power io tbe
"■*
or
and Utriuo, whu bad been at the Uuiversalist church, and was a anion
form of a gasoline engine, for which a
ineetiug of the (our churches. The au- Margre'tt, rn m. J Bradburv. Preeque Iale.
r î>hagg I'i»nd caiup for two month*.
steam plant was later substituted. Be-1
br g, J Ν WliUrd. Presque Isle.
-·ο<Ι the camp on Monday and came to ditorium of the church, and the vestry Jeffinur·.
Mildred J, κ ui, J Ν V\ illard, Preeque Isle.
fore the village water was taken be had
South Paris, and left Tuesday morning which was thrown open, were filled. NlU Simmons. bni.JK Willard, Presque Isle.
sufficient water to turn dowels nine*
Opening services were conducted by the Queen Mary b in. J Bradbury. Presque Isle.
for their home in Passaic, N. J.
Γ Β FogK. South Paris.
months out of the year, but in 1010 he
pastors of the four churches, with sever- May Bird, b in, Joe H.
Johnson, Portland.
had to nee steam for nearly six months,
The state fair at Lewiston drew the ul selections by a
cbje,
quartette composed of Teui(i«it,
Dan S, ch s, C H Simpson, Waterville.
this
secfrom
the expense of the steam being five dolusual number of people
Mrs. Wilson, Miss Tolman, Mr. Sessions Beuone. ch g, Β U Bisbee, East Sumner.
lars a day. He estimated that he had to
tion last week.
Naturally the over- and A. K. Dean, and then there was a Col. Direct· b>g·, L Ε Kauuce, Mechauic Fall·.
was the
Joe. blk.g, W A Nelson, South Parle.
fair
the
of
Dandy
steam four months in the year more
attraction
use
shadowing
program of five-minute (more or less)
b*· MounUin View Farm than before the
ίΪΟΓ,ηκ^>*ι<
village water was taken,
tiymg of aviator Beckwith Havens in hie speeches. Those wbo spoke were En- South
Paris.
per
and estimated bis damage at 4400 r
urtias biplane, and as he made a uumBrown of the Salvation Army, Geo. Crown Duchess, br m. Ο C Rich. Norway.
voy
Il>er
of good flights, this was a very satis- B. Crockett, Hon. James S. Wright, Rev. Boraldo, ch g, William Flanders, Plymouth, year.
T. F. Tbibodeau and Charles H. Kimfactory feature.
E. A. Davis, Arthur E. Forbes, Alton C.
J McKarland, Lancaster, Ν Η,
H. W.
ball, who live near the brook, testified
A party of six girls, Misses Sadie Wheeler, Rev. A. T. McWhorter,
3.50 Class, Trot, Parse 9150.
from their observation of the reduced
Swallow. Helen Rogers. Florence Stiles, Dennison, Rev. T. X. Kewley, Albert D. Bonney Wilkes. b g, Hall Edwards, Caeco.
b m'
Stable·, Bruns- amount of water flowing in Stony Brook
Lu la Hua well, Ethel Campbell and Lot- Park, Ebeu E. Chapman, J. A. Kenney.
below the dams of the villlage system
went Wednesday night to Walter L. Gray read a letter from Capt.
tie Wing,
Brunswick. since the water was taken.
Poland Hçolia Maid, br m. College SUblee,
.Sherbrooke, P. Q., to attend the fair at Richmond P. Hobson, written at
Margrett, rn m, J Bradbury. Presque Isle.
In behalf of the village corporation
be read at this JeiTiuurs, br K, J Ν Willard. Presqiie Isle.
that place, remaining for the rest of the Spring Saturday night to
J Ν Willard. Presque Ule.
quite a list of witnesses were put on, to
*eek. M inn Swallow formerly lived at meeting, in response to a request from Mildred J, « Km.B
South Paris.
*·
KoBg·
testify regarding various points. They
cover- Vr?*Ur\\
Β Fogg. South Paris.
S ierbrooke, and baa relatives there with those in charge. This letter fully
John Direct, b g,
included Geo. R. Morton and W. Β
ed the question of control of the liqucr I· rank Albert, b s. May berry Farm, Casco.
whom they made their headquarters.
traffic, declaring national prohibition to Co.a May, c b m, L Ε Fauuce. Mechanic Falls. Young, of the committee which put in
Ten members of the Epworth League be the outcome of present conditions. EdKetnarks Gilt, b m. Horace Chenery, Bellast. the village system, C. W. Bowker, superSydney P, blk *, I W PotUe. Portland.
intendent of the water works, L. E.
gave Mr. and Mr·. Charles E. Merrill a Rev. C. G. Miller with a brief talk closed
κ· Ploe Tree SUblee. Lewiston.
»,^n^t0Vb
Scruton, the engineer and contractor
T, ch jr.iE Russell, Lewiston.
surprise party Thursday evening, and the program, suggesting a uniform sen- Phil
bad an enjoyable visit. A band paiuted tence of five
Amy, b ui, I ρ Woodbury, Portland.
who put in the system, Ε. H. Marshall,
years in state prison for illi- Masterpiece, ch s, W Κ Cbapmau. Bethel.
fruit dish was presented to Mr. and Mrs. cit
former superintendent of the Cummines
sellers. The meeting covered Koxy Benton, b m, M Smith, Laconm, Ν Η.
liquor
Mrs.
and
Merrill by the visitors. Mr.
J McFariand, Lancaster, Ν Η.
Manufacturing Co., and John Wight, a
two hours and a quarter, and was enformer employe, F. W. Bonney, a former
Merrill leave on Thursday of this week thusiastic from start to finish.
S.ae Class, Trot, Purse, 02OO.
to
be
are
where
lor Kockport,
printhey
employe of F. C. Merrill at the mill now
Santa Bosa Girl, b m, College Stables, Bruns
of the Cummings Manufacturing Co.,
wick.
cipal and asaistant in the high school for
Reynolds-Oliver.
^colUGirl, br m, College SUbles. Brunswick, Silas P. Maxim, N. D. Bolster, W.J.
the year.
A very pretty wedding was solemnized
Flanders, Luucas*
Ui*
Wheeler, and others.
M.
ter
now
comFrank
is
Mrs.
sewer
of
and
main
Mr.
the
home
on
the
Work
at
A number of these witnesses testified
NlU Simmons. bm,JN Willard. PresqueIele.
Dr.
when
as
Street
4,
Pleasant
of
Oliver
Canton, Monday, Sept.
pleted as far up
Queeu Mary, b m, J Bradbury, Presque Isle
from observation of Stony Brook that in
Littieliuld's driveway, which is the limit their youngest daughter, Minnie Evelyn Bryant, b g. F Β Fogg, South Paris.
the dry season there was apparently
of th·contract. Branches are now being Oliver, was united in marriage to James Moutbert, b s, May berry Farm, Casco.
more water flowing in the brook where
C. ch g, joe Η Johnson, Portland.
Alton Reynolds, only son of Mr. and Tad
id at Dr. Littletield's and the Stowell
ί
Falls
L
Κ
Mechanic
Faunce.
ch
m,
Cora May,
the village dam· are situated, four miles
Victor M, b g, Ε Ε Walker, North Monmouth!
houses, and some others will go in. The Mrs. Nathan Reynolds of Canton.
from the village, than lower on the
To the utrains of Mendelssohn's wed- Magneto, b g, Pine Tree Subie·, Lewiston.
streets are still pretty loose on the surBarou Sidnut, br skA Ε Kussell, Lewiston
stream, the water being lost by evaporaface, but In places where the first of the ding march played by the bride's sister, Amy. b m. I Ρ Woodbury.
Portland.
tion and absorption, and the brook was
Fal
Weet
work was done they are gradually work- Miss Alice M. Oliver, the bridal couple
Lel|tlllon Bro··.
I several times described as a "flashy"
little
mouth
the
little.
entered
a
by
down
preceded
parlor,
ing
I stream, running high for some months
Masterpiece, ch s, W. 8. Chapman. Bethel.
Eleanor Patterson as flower girl.
Dandy Joe, blk κ, W A Nelson, South Paris.
I in the epring and then low for most of
k. L. Parlin and family have moved
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
J MsFarland, Lancaster, Ν Η.
ioio the house which he has purchased
I the rest of the year, rising quickly with
of the United BapR.
F.
Enslin,
pastor
a.«e Claas, Trot and Pace, Purse 9900.
H. W. Starbird and
la shower and again going down quickly
no Pine Street.
tist church, the double ring service beJuanaliu, b f, Horace Chenery, Belfast.
Mr. Marshall and Mr. Wight told of
firaily, who have occupied the bouse, ing used.
Ε U Archibald, West Poland.
ch
Dexter
s,
K,
I the amount of water power available
have moved Into a rent in H. D. Cole's
bride was gowned in white lace, Nazamova, b m. College Stables. Brunswick.
The
the Cummings
b use on the same street. C. M. Tit·
Kosa Girl, b m, College SUblee. Bruns- I while they were with
with satin trimmings, and carried a Santa
wick.
I Manufacturing Co., indicating a less use
c<mb and family have moved into the
shower bouquet of white sweet peas.
br a' Colleg9 Stobles, BransM4l<1,
water
was put in
and
I of it before the village
other cement house on Pine Street,
The groom wore the conventional black.
been indicated by Mr. Cumhad
Iale,
than
I
J
Presque
rn.
m,
Bradbury,
(ieorge A. Abbott and family will move
Margrett,
The parlors were decorated in green
br g. J Ν Willard, Presque Isle.
into the rent in the Hersey house vacatmings. Mr. Wight estimated the time
and white, the bridal couple atandiog ££*«"··,
Mildred J g m. J Ν, Willard. Presque Isle.
that they could run during the year at
I
ed by the Titcombs.
Casco.
Farm,
dinb
the
In
Frank
s.
white
bell.
May
berry
Albert,
beneath a large
I four months in all. A statement was
Farm, Casco.
Montbert, b s,
The sweet corn, which has been look- ing room cut flowers were in profusion. Charter Oak, chMay berry
g. C C Mitchell, Portland.
I aiso put in showing the amount paid by
immewas
served
haa
come
lunch
A
Sanford.
very
along
wedding
Κ f. Geo. G Bobens,
!Qg so flourishing,
the Cummings Manufacturing Co. for
2®*fie "e"lck·
rnday
Q, br g, ρ Ε Llttletteld. Rochester, Ν Η.
«lowly for the past two or three weeks, diately after the ceremony.
month since the
Gamage, b m, Harry Richards, Wood- I electric power eaoh
The bride's gift to the flower girl was Miss
υο account of the cool and cloudy weathrorue.
I motor waa Installed. Mr. Bonney testiAlfred Nelson, bg. Harry Richards, Woodford» fled that there was a small auxiliary
er, still there ia enough of it so that a gold ring set with a pearl.
I
Mr. Reynolds is a graduate of Hebron RMor Face, b g, William Flanders, Plymouth,
there ia something doing all the time at
I steam plant in eaoh of these mills when
Λ Η·
the Burnbam and Morrill factory. One Academy, attended the Massachusetts
J McFariand, Lancaster, Ν Η.
I he worked for Mr. Merrill twenty-flve or
a
has
and
set of ailing and sealing machinery
passed very
College of Pharmacy,
Trot and Pace, Purse 9860. I thirty years ago.
Free-for-all,
the
State
been
haa
before
that
done the work so far, but
satisfactory examination
Some of the witnesses gave It as their
Stiiletto, C, ch ·, Horace Chonery, Belfast.
speeded up to 82 cans a minute, and as Coard of Pharmacy, being the only suc- John Ward, b ·, Horace Chenery, Belfast.
I opinion that the damage to the real esof
and
in
class
»
between
Lewiston.
cessful applicant
eighteen. Stingy Dick, blk g. Geo. W Howe,
that represents
45,000
I tate of the claimants by the putting in
Mrs. Reynolds i> a graduate of Canton Pearl Pick, b m. College SUbles, Brunswick.
•a),000 cans a day, It ia aome corn.
bad been practically nothAntfrictlon, Perley L Smith, Eaat Denmark. I of the water
of
musician
and
a
School
ability.
High
and there was considetable variaEthel 8, Perley L Smith. East Denmark.
The date for the Seneca Club's sale for
ling,
handcut
ol
Isle.
silver,
glass,
Many gifts
Stanley, C. br g, J Bradbury, Preaque
tion in the estimates of value of real
the benefit of the reading room has been
painted china and linen were received OnwU Gratun, b g, J Ν Willard, Presque I estate. N. D. Bolster estimated the
set for Friday, Sept. 29th, in Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds. They left on
by
Port·
Chime·, b g, Joo H Johnson,
I Cummings Manufacturing Co. real estate
Army Hall. This side is for an object the three o'clock train for a short wed- American
land.
I at «1800 to «2200, and the Kenney mill at
patronized well by the village residents, ding journey, amid a shower of rice and Fernando, ch g, Joe H Johnson, Portland.
I «2000. W.J. Wheeler placed the Kenparticularly the young people, therefore confetti. The bride's traveling suit was Brownette. br m. Joe H Johnson. Portland.
Mr. Kenney stated
lard Wilkes, rn s. I W Pottle. Portland.
*11 should feel interested to keep the
ney mill at «3500.
messaline
S?
with
blue
cheviot,
Lewiston.
of navy
El Gato, b I, Pin· Tree subies,
I that with the original price and addireading room open bat it can't be done waist and hat to match. The guests AiGT Be'i. b g. Pine Tree Subie·, Lewiston.
Itions made, not counting repairs, bis
without money and the girls are taking
Dan 8, b g, I Ρ Woodbury. Portland.
present were near relatives and included Louise Basbford,
b m, C R March, Somers- plant bad oost «7800, and Mr. Cummings
this way to earn the money to run il
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan Reynolds; Mrs.
worth, Ν Η.
through the winter. You can help bj Joanna C. Mitchell, Mrs. Mary Oldham American Blossom, br m, Mountain View Farm I reckoned the value of his company's
plant at «4500.
donating an apron, a piece of fancy of Peru, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar N. Carver South Pari·.
J McFariand, Laneaater, Ν Η.
I The examination and cross-examina*ork, * batch of candy or some cookec and daughter Alice of Augusta, Mr. and
tion of witnesses took a wide range,
food for the tablée without being person Mrs. Will H. Allen and son Wlnslow of
forest conservation to catchThe Portland, Gray and Lewiston I from
wly solicited by the committees. Every Rnmford, Miss Flora M. Mitchell of
last
thi
year, although I ing hornpout, and tbe striking feature
attend
and
railroad,
began
to
come
invited
t>"dy
Portland, and Miss Nellie E. McGibbon
being fast rushed to completion will not lof three-fourths of tbe testimony on
sale. Write Sept. 29 down on youi
of Lewiaton.
be readjr for traffio, It i· thought, until both sides, especially as to the flow of
calendar so not to forget the date.
the middle of next summer. The road I the brook before and after aud above
Whitman-W hitman.
Mrs. Fannie (Ayer), wife of Joht
bed has oeen made as far a· two miles I and below, was Its indeflnlteness. Aside
There wu a quiet wedding at the outside of West Falmouth from Port- I from the testimony of Mr. Scrnton, the
Small, of South Paris, died Friday morn
1
'ng in the Maine General Hospital af home of Mrs. Ellen F. Whitman on Park land, and the work on the Lewiston end I engineer, there was very little that apPortland. She hid unoergone a surgi Street, South Paris, at 8 o'clock Satur- of the road has been completed to with- I proached statistics.
cal operation a week or two before, and day evening, when Mrs. Whitman was in fire miles of the Portland end. The I
Mr. Soruton gave some figures wblob
had seemed to be making a good re united in marriage with Oilman A. Whit- laying of rails Is scheduled to begin with- I are of interest, and some of them are
Davis
that
work
froo
E.
A.
Rev.
in a few weeks, and It is hoped
I here given.
man of Woodatook.
covery, but death came suddenly
°ΤβΓ tbe
She waa 41 officiated, using the single ring service.
10 affection of the heart.
April, I The six-inch supply pipe leading to
B>4y **
rewas
a
there
were
brough Following the oeremony
1912
of age. The remains
I the Hooper's Ledge reservoir of the water system gives a pressée at the reserme, and the funeral was held at 2 ρ
ception, and refreshments were served.
* Sunday, attended by Re*. T. N. Kew
of 15 1-2 pounds from the Cooper
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Whitman
Advertised letters and cards |0 Soutl
'•J· Mrs. Small waa born in Bethel, an( will be at South Paris, though they will Paris poet office Sept. 11,1911:
pring Brook dam, and 20 pounds from
since ber marriage bad lived a port loi probably be on Mr. Whitman's farm in
I the Stony Brook dam. This will deGeorge McClellaa.
of the time on a farm in Greenwood
Woodstcck during the sommer months. Mra.1. C.Park.
I liver into the reservoir, with everything
Miss Era Fiartngton.
»nd for a number of years in Paria. Sh<
Guests present included Mrs. Clara M.
I smooth and in first-class condition and
Benale
Coon,
Mr.
(cant.)
was a member of the South Paria Methc
I the pipe running full, 230,000 gallons of
Hathaway, Mr. and Mrs. Roes of Rum- Mr·. Nahum Morrill, (card.)
diet Episcopal church, and a ameer
I water in twenty-four hours from the
ford, Mr. and Mrs. Walker of Harrison, Mia· Charlotte P. Sarage, (card.)
I. hristian woman, wboae life had bee
Mrs. L. C. Morton, Mrs. Eben Kneeland,
S. F. Davib, Postmaster. I Cooper Spring Brook dam, and from
E.
F.
devoted to unwearying service for < then
Mrs. E. A. Davis, Mr. and Mrs.
1238,000 to 2412,000 gallons from tbe
Jamee Pinkham, about 80 years ol I Stony Brook dam.
She leavee a husband but no children
Cotton, Mr. and Mrs. Ray E. Cotton.
Mrs
She ia survived by a twin aister.
*ge. *« drowned at Stenben by the oyer I Four testa of tbe amount of water
Thousands are sick every year with turning of bis boat.
Florence Chapman of South Paria, ai
actually used in the South Paris system
Thouother slarer, Mrs. Albert L. Green c some form of Bowel Complaint.
I were made by Mr. Soruton, by shutting
Dr. Seth
cured
oan not see right step li
are
taking
When
1
sands
by
you
George
I off the supply at the reservoir for twenPortland, aad two brothers,
C Arnold's Balsam. Warranted to giv< oar
department and get lost tfai
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satisfaction by the Chaa. H. Howard Co, glueee you need.

8. Richards.

| ty-four hours, and

log of the water in the reservoir.
date* and amounts are:
May 2,1910,131,000 gallons.
Hay 7,1910.186,600 ((allons.
Λα*. 17,1911,165.000 gallons.

NORWAY.

These

I C. B. Camming· £ Sons have purI chased the Charles B. Haskell place

Aug. 25,1911,154,200 gallons.
I next to the Universalis* cbnroh on Main
gallons reckoned as the I Street. It ι· nnderatood that Stephen
approximate dally limit of the system, li IB. Camming» will occupy the plaoe.
all delivered In Mr. Kenney's mill pond,
Mr. and lira. V. W. Hills were at the
would run a wheel to develop fifteen I Smith
cottage, The Alexander, daring
horse power, nnder a nineteen-foot bead,
week with Mr. and Mrs. K. F.

Ζ. L Merchant&Co.
(Succtssors

The 230,000

to S.

Important Sale During Fair

Δη

Week of the New Ever
Sharp Shears.

(the

j
for one boar.
I Smith and Elsie and Eleanor.
At the Cammings mill the name
The rain Wednesday waa very pleasing
amount of water, with a nine-foot head, I to the farmers.
Springs and wells were
would develop fifteen horse power foi I
very low and the hay fields and pastures
thirty-two minutes.
I were much In need of the rain.
The ease was argued by Mr. Gray foi
I The corn has come Into the canning
the village corporation and Judge Foster
factory very slowly for a few days. It
for the claimants, and the commissionlis reported that the orop Is unosnally
it
under consideration, to aners took
I good-but a little later than osaal.
oounoe their award later.
la the week

ia, we offer 300 pain of
at half and let* than the
SHEARS
TENSION
NEW
elegant
and
8-inch
Sizes
9>inch. These Shears are
7-inch,
regular price.
at
75c. to $1.00.
sold in many places in a regular way

Beginning Tuesday morning, Sept.

these

Capt. Moses P. Stllea pat
at his Norway offloe.
He divides his
Paris Hill Library Report.
I time between Norway and Portland.
The following report of the secretary I H. J. Bangs' family returned from a
of tbe Paris Hill Library Association, two weeks' oating with the family of F.
made at tbe annual meeting, Js of pnblic I Ρ. Stone at Fslmonth Foreslde.
interest:
I Walter J. Avery baa finished painting
To the Ladies of the Paris Hill Library I the Abbott Block one coat. Tbe work

Association:
attraota lots of attention.
There seems to be very little material
Bert Frost, Frank Beck and Nate
In the reports of the monthly meeting! Noble have antos for the publio. They
out of which to make an annual report I have all
tbey can do arid their oars are
of library affairs, although we believe I on the road all the time at verv reason*
is
tbe
in
that
library
very good condition I able rates.
at tbe present time.
The fall term of Norway High School
As you may perhaps remember, at tbe I commenced tbe 5th with thirty-five
time of our last annual meeting we were I scholars. The grades will open Monday,
just on tbe point of making repairs od the 18th.
the roof of tbe building, as it was absoDr. and Mrs. Bial F. Bradbnry enterlutely necessary that something should I tained at their cottage by tbe lake Satbe done to protect the contents from wa- I urday evening. Among thoae present
ter. Estimates were solicited from dif- I were—Postmaster Chaa. S. Akera and
ferent people and tbe firm of A. L. & E. I wife, Col. Albert J. Stearns and wife,
F. Goss Co. were given tbe work, as I Dr. and Mrs. Harry P. Jones, Mr. and
their estimate was the most reasonable I Mrs.
George H. Cullinan and son, Mr.
and they guaranteed their work to last land Mrs, Fred H. Cummings, Mr. and
five years at least. Tbe entire covering I Mrs. Jas. N. Favor.
of tbe roof was removed and put on
Josephine Stearos was at Poland
again in a very thorough manner and I Spring as substitute for*a college friend
the work was satisfactory, but we were I as table
girl for a week.
Fred E. Smith and family entertained
quite dismayed when tbe bill was received. They had estimated that, with I friends at their lake cottage Sunday and
the material on band, the cost would I Monday.
not exceed $100.00, and the committee I The citizeos of Norway are pleased to
in charge tried in every way in their I know that tbe Norway & Paria Street
power to keep the cost down as much as I Railway is one jI the very few In tbe
possible, but more new material had to I state that pays.
be bought than was expected, and as
Hon. Henry Hudson of Guilford, of
usually happens when repairing is being I Hudson & Hudson, spoke upon the temdone, the expense was more than was I perance question at tbe opera bouse
estimated, aod when the bill was pre- I last week.
sented it was for $175.57. At finit, witb I As a result from a spider bite Dr. H.
our small annual income, it seemed as I L. Tmfant is suffering from blood polthough it would be impossible for us to I Honing. It is a very serious matter and
pay it without outside assistance, but I he may be obliged to have his band amby practicing strict economy in all other putated.
directions we have been able to pay tbe
wife have leased
j Cbas. P. Kimball and
whole amount, with the aid only of our I the W. C. Leavitt tenement over tbe
kind friend, Miss May, who upon hear- store and will move from tbe Elm House
ing of our plight kindly offered us $5.00 where tbey have bad rooms for some
to go toward the payment of the bill. time.
Of course tbe regular expenses of the
Daughters of tbe American Revolution
library have been paid also, so we are on held their first meeting with Mrs. Sarah
the
time.
It
firm footing at
Bennett Wednesday evening.
present
may seem to some that so large an outWm Bolton is grading the Bradbury
exbut
so
was
many
lot on Marston Street where the town
unnecessary,
lay
periments have been made heretofore in cut down the street grade. The street is
trying to make the roof waterproof that greatly improved in that the grade is
after a great deal of deliberation tbe level.
officers agreed that it was best to make
L. A. Millett lost one of his valuable
a certainty of. having it done thoroughly horses Wednesday.
One of the pair he
this time, and tbat it would be tbe has used on tbe street sprinkler during
wisest economy to take care of what we the summer. His friends came to bis
already had before buying more to go assistance and kindly contributed to
inside 'he building, and we trust tbat meet the loss.
the other members of the association
A party out for a drive Sunday bad a
will approve of our course.
The team was
very narrow escape.
to
unable
we
been
have
Of course,
buy driven by Ralph Richardson. Tbe
as many new book» as usual, but a small horses became frightened at an auto and
□umber was purchased and tbe gift of the party was thrown from the carriage.
nine books of fiction in the fall from two Fortunately the horses were quieted
of the summer guests helped us out very and no one was seriously injured.
The young people enjoyed a corn roast
opportunely.
Eleven regular meetings bave been at the Haskell place on Pleasant Street
held during the year. The February Friday evening. The roast was in the
meeting was called on two different pasture where plenty of corn was prodays, but the weather was such tbat it vided. There was music and a general
was unsuitable to be out, and after the
good time experienced.
second attempt it was passed over until
H. H. Burnbam and family olosed
the first of March. So many of tbe their lake cottage tbe first of tbe week
directors were away during the winter and have gone to their Philadelphia
tbat we had some difficulty in getting a home.
Hubert Barker and Merle Russell have
quorum together for one or two meetings, but the few of us who were left returned from Poplar Tavern where
"held tbe fort" to tbe best of our ability tbey have been during the summer.
and matters seemed to go quite smoothMrs. M. A. Oxnard and Izah T. Sanly. The year has been particularly hard born are with their cousin, Mrs. J. C.
for our vice-president, Mrs. Hammond, Snow, at Buzzard's Bay, Mass., for a
who was entirely new to her duties and two weeks' visit.
the routine of the library, but she has
Mrs. S. B. Hideout is enjoying her
been very faithful and also very gener- vacation from the savings bank with her
Of course it is a daughters at the Fobes cottage with
ous in ber work.
source of much regret that our presi- Mr. and Mrs. Eugene N. Swett.
dent, Miss Andrews, is necessarily
Charles F. Millett entertained his son,
away so much, but she bas kept tbe W. F. Millett, of Toronto, Canada, the
library and our meetings in mind and past week.
sent helpful suggestions often.
Freeland Howe, Sr., with W. E. BartWe were very sorry to be obliged to lett as guide, left for Upper Dam WedUI
ιιυιαuut
ΙΕΙβ
ree^uawiuu
accept
nesday for a three weeks' trip.
riHD, Mrs. Ernest Shaw, In March, on
Howard Winchester and family reaccount of her removal from the village. turned to their home In Manchester-bySbe had been very conscientious in her tbe Sea, Mass., Sunday. Mrs. Wincheswork and we regretted her going. For- ter has been with her grandmother, Clara
tunately, Mrs. Fred Shaw has returned HayHen, for some time.
to her home here and consented to reThe last temperance meeting of the
sume the duties of librarian, which of "No" side was held at the opera house
course were very familiar to her.
Sunday. The other side have not held
In April we received two oil paintings, tbe first one yet.
to
the
willed
was
one of which
library
Dr. Tenney, Oculist, will be at bis
by Dr. Hamlin, it being a landscape rooms over C. F. Rldlon's grocery store
which was painted by the artist Innées Friday of this week.
and presented by him to Dr. Hamlin
when they were roommates in Paris,
Born.
France. The other was a portrait of Dr.
Hamlin's daughter, painted in 1895.
In South Pari·, Aug. 4, to the wife of Eilwln
Mrs. Clarence Hallett of Boston kind- N. Hsskell, a »od.
ly prooured some roots of Boston Ivy In Lovell, Aug. 16, to the wife of Nelson T.
and sent them by Mrs. Jackson to be Fox, a ton.
In Uaeon, Sept. 5, to the wife of Clarcnce A.
planted near the library, and we hope Tyler, a (laughter, Esther Louise.
it
would
as
and
flourish
In Canton, Aug. 22, to the wife of Leslie
they will grow
add much to the attractiveness of the Strout, a son.
In Rumford, Sept. 7, to the wife of Eddie
building.
Sheehan, a daughter.
Mrs. Wm. Hammond has offered us a
In Rumford, Sept. 1, to the wife of Aleck Mca daughter.
peculiar old painting, supposed to be a Donald,
In Dlxfleld Center, Aug. 29, to the wife of
picture of Paris Hill in its earlier days, Merrltt Gould, a daughter.
to be hung in the library until such
In Caribou, Sept. 7, to the wife of Rev. T. J.
time as the heirs may wish to remove it. Ramsdell, a daughter.
A few gift· of books have been re-

There's

cut

tightens

Special

ing

on

top of the train and
A

waa

"

1.37

"

"

"

1.50

"

"

"

1.10
1.19

Heatherbloom Petticoats,
Gloria Petticoat·,
Silk Flounce Petticoat*,

3.00

.89

"

♦

1.69

....

2.37

2.67

....

Store open Friday afternoons.

Fruit Jar Sale!

WANTS MORE

PARIS FARMS
Call

To sell.

at once.

Lightning Jars.

3etf

See the

PIANOS

Quarte

Half Gallon

and

Player

Pianos

that

W. J. Wheeler
has on exhibition at the
Oxford County Fair

Economy Jars.

played

.86 per doz.
M
00"
4
"
1.00
M
"
1.26

per doz
"
"
.96
"
"
86
"
20
10 each
60 per doz.
"
36

$1.10

Half Gallon
Quarte
Pinte
Extra Cape
Duplex Jar Opener
Queen Jelly Mould
Jelly Tumblere

N. Dayton Bolster Co.,

pianos

the

and hear

$

Half Pints
Pinte

36-7

SOUTH PARIS, ME.

35 MARKET SQUARE,

'Phone, 106-21.

π
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YOU HAD BETTEB BUY YOUR

New Fall Hat
HEBE !
WHY Ρ Because we have the right
styles, the right make, the right qual-

Greetings
from friende who

distance,

a
to
a

or

a

are

ity, and the right price.

at

are in Blacks, prices $2.00,
Autumn Styles in Men's
Our
$2.50.
Soft Hats are Blacks, Browns, Tans,

The

message

those about to start on

journey,

are

always

shade^.

Pearls and many of the newest
They are very neat, desirable

treasured missives.
The

medium

Prices 50c. to

to convey

these messages should always be the best.

The latest

There

60c., $1.00.

is none better than

stylea.

in Men's Fall Caps.
Boy's Caps, 26c.

Price

Douglas,

and G.

things

J. F. PLUMMER,

Our assortment is complete
to which we invite
your

Clothier and Furnisher,

inspection.

South Paris, Maine.

WANTED.

South Paris

Square

31 Market

Glias. H. Howard Co.,

Ilattle M. Chase,

hats.

$2.00.

A full stock of Elite, W. L.
H. Base shoes always on hand.

Crane's Linen Lawn
in its many beautiful

Derbys

EARLY SHOWING OF

FALL FOOTWEAR.
Includes many

new

lasts this

season.

87-38

York City.

New Millinery
Mrs.

Howard Co.

with

daughter of Mr·. Haskell of
Wayne, 2 years old, foood some strychnine tablets In the bouse, and swallowing some of them, died in convnliion·.
Dora,

I

"

not eMentlal. Whole time or «pare time. Adiiress, with reference·. J. F. Fairbanks, Good
Housekeeping Magazine, 881 Fourth Ave., New

Burns, Bolls, Eczema, Cats, Braise·,
Swelling·, Corn· and Pile· like magio.
Only 25o. at the drag store of tbo C. H.

measuring the lower· pharmacy,

"

2.00

Lake, Sept. 8, Sarah Parsons Newhall, aged 72 years.
In Norway, Aug. 28, John W. Chaplin, aged 49
year·, β month·.
In Canton, Aug. SO, Thomaa Farrar
In Andover, Aug. tl, 111'ton Cutting, aged 87

DREADFUL SIGHT

NOT A WORD OF SCANDAL
marred the oall of a neighbor on Mrs.
W. P. Spaugb, of Manvtlle, Wyoming,
who said: "She told me Dr. King's New
Life1 Pills had oared ber of obstinate
kidney trouble, and made her feel like a
new woman."
Easy, but «are remedy
for atomaob, liver and kidney trouble·.
; Only 25 oents at the C. H. Howard Co.'·

1.19

2.75

88 year·.
In Norway

Barnnm, of Freevllle, N. T.,
was the fever-sore that bad plagued his
life for years in spite 5f many remedies
be tried. At last he used Buoklen's
Arnica Salve and wrote: "It haa entirely
healed with scarcely a soar left." Heal·

to H. J.

Priced at #0.70

$1.00 Black Sateen Petticoats,

In Portland, Sept. 8, Mra. Fannie Α., wife of
John Small, of South Paris, aged 49 years.
in Rumford, Sept. β, Paschal M. Edmund·,
aged 84 years.
In Dlxfleld, Sopt. 8, Mrs. Mary Kllgore, aged

strnok

Sale of the "Elite"

The best made, best fitting, best wearing underskirt. Every
skirt is thoroughly Tailored and will fit and wear perfectly, made
of Heatherbloom, Sateen, and fine Percaline.

Canning apples delivered at Grand
J Trunk Station, South Paris. Shall
Refer to
WANTED —Good Ηοσβικκκρικο Magazine load the week of Sept. ao.
William Clark of Hallowell was killed require· the service· of a representative In Pari·
W. S. COLBY,
HI· to look after aub^crlptlon renewal· and to exJ.
near Manohester, Ν. H., Snnday.
tend circulation by ipeclal method· which have
dead body was fonnd on top of a freight
proved unusually successful. Salary and comoar, and It Is supposed that he was rid- mission. Previous experience desirable, but
by an overhead bridge.

Special.

Glove-fitting Petticoats.

Died.

Sept. 3,

heavy

Beginning Tuesday Morning.

both of Rumford.
In Rumford, Sept. 4, by Rev. J. A. LaFlamme,
Mr. Peter Dube and Mlu Alma Flaber, both of
have regretted very much that we oould Rumford.
In Rumford, Sept. β, by Rev. H. L. Hanson,
not do more In that dlreotion this past
Herbert LaDue of Mexico and Mlaa Grace
year' but as I have said before, it seem- Mr.
of Rumford.
Hunt
ed wisest to as to preserve what we alIn Rumford, Sept. 4, by Rev. J. A. LaFlamme,
Mr. William Greenwood and Mlaa Joaephlne
ready had before getting more.
Martin, both of Rumford.
Respectfully submitted,
Id Rumford, Sept. 5, Mr. Harry Klnnear and
Gkoroia M. Thayer, Secretary.
Misa Grace Borne.
In Canton, Sept. 4, Mr. Fred T. SteUon and
Mlaa Irene Dodge.
NO NEED TO STOP WORK.

Mrs.

Thev will
to a

up

Fair Week

In South Paris, 8ept. 9, by Rev. E. A. DavU,
lfr. Qllman A. Whitman of Woodstock and Mr·.
Ellen F. Whitman of South Paris.
in Canton, Sept. 4, by Rev. F. R. Enslln, Mr.
James Alton Reynold· and Miss Minnie Evelyn
Oliver, both of Canton.
In West Sumner, Sept. 3, by Rev. C. A. Knickerbocker, Mr. Guy Bowker Heath and Miss
Inez Keta De«o, both of Sumner.
In Gray, Sept. β, by Rev. Eleanor B. Forbes,
Mr. Harry L. Conant and Mis· Anna L. Heald,
both of Buckfleld.
In Gray, Sept. β, by Rev. Eleanor B. Forbes,
Mr. Thomas F. Tunney and ΜΙ·β Florence G.
Conant, both of Hebron.
In Rumford, Sept. 4, by Rev. J. A. LaFlamme,
Mr. Robert Perro and Miss Jennie Gauthier,

year·.
In Weat Peru,
aged 64 yeara.

get loose.
and tissue paper

screw to

net

iMmmtHmummmiHuinmHiwittmmMmMiti—mmtmMiMimffttn»n»HMtti>mnmniininm

Married.

When your doctor order· yon to stop
It stagger· yon. "I can't", yon say.
Yon know you are weak, run-down and
failing in health, day by day, but you
muet work as long as you can stand.
What yon need I· Electrio Bitters to give
tone, strength and vigor to your system,
to prevent breaknown and build you
up. Don't be weak, sickly or ailing
when Electrio Bitters will benefit you
from the first dose. Thousands bless
them for their glorions health and
Every bettle is
strength. Try them.
guaranteed to satisfy. Only 50c. at the
C. H. Howard Co.'· pharmacy.

no

ADJUSTABLE, DETACHABLE, SELF SHARPENING.
Made from the best carbon steel by a new process which insures
attachment
strength and a keen-cutting edge. The tension spring
set
does away with re-sharpening entirely and enables the user to
to be
the tension on the rivet so that any kind of material intended
the
cut with shears may be cut with perfect ease without tiring
hand.
A simple turn of the thumbscrew shown in the engraving
the blades as closely as may be desired.

]

work,

anything

rivet to wear out,
and everything from

no

A FIVE YEAR GUARANTEE GOES WITH
EVERT FAIR OF THESE SHEARS.

J

last year, no especial observance was
made, but the library was opened for a
time in the afternoon and our president
and Mrs. Jackson were present to welcome any visitors who might care to
come in, and seventeen people registered In the gnest book.
It would seem now, with the building
in good repair and the prospect of a
sound roof for Ave years at least, that
the greater part of the income might be
spent in new books dnring the year,
and of course nothing keeps np the interest in a library so much as that. We

Only 39c.

horse blanket.

j

ceived which the librarian will doubtless mention in tier report.
Founder's Day falling upon Sunday

Β. & Ζ. S. Prince)

a

I have

a

$8.60, $4.00L

large

line of Patrician, all leather·.

Mayfair, unequaled by
grades, $2.60, $2.00, $1.60.
The

$3.00 shoe,

and other

Smiley has just returned from market

complete line of Fall and Winter Hats

and Novelties.

Call and

see

them.

large line of
Urban, selling for $4.00.
I have

a

MRS. L. G. SMILEY,

Millinery-"- Fancy Goods
80UTH PARI8. MAINE.

the celebrated T. D.

Armada, and custom work, at $3.60.
Benoh made and

I

any

Price,

$2.00.

Signet,

at

$3.00.

Other

Barry

and

grades, $2.60,

W. 0. FROTHINGHAM,
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

»

DINED THE AUDIENCE.

homemakers1 column.

THE UNO OF
rfinsssSK»
CowM^Oxfcml
PUZZLEDOM.
Democrat. South Part»,

*·

Manners In the Home·

®·^

Every
Baking Need
11

SALE

Ρ HI

home.

My fifth Is In boll, hut not In cook;
My sixth Is In fish. but not In hook;
My whole spells a game
That people do play
When the weather Is fine
On a bright summer day.

Remember and order
(U)

N.

BY

DAYTON

No. 1464.—Decapitation.
The harvest Is over.
The summer Is past.
The ONE-flelds and clover

OTISFIELD FARMS.

Slab Wood,

Are

DENNIS PIKE AGENCY.

38·.*

Stove Wood and
A. W. WALKER & SON,
South Paris, Maine.

Houses for Sale.
houses ou Hifch Street, South
One six rooms and bath, the

new

Paris.
other six room*, with four acres of land.
House sold with or without laud. Easy
terms if desired.
M. L. NOTES, South Paris.
36tf

—

AND

GREENHOUSE

board:

Creatures of sorrow and of mirth:
My third will carry you on pleasure bent
Or when you are on business sent;
My whole Is an art that Is centuries old
And ma* be delicate, strong or bold.

Out Door Flowers
are

right in

their

prime.

FLORIST.

AtT. F.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

South»

i»tf

to clone out odd patterns

Pills

QUICK IN RESULTS

RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of th·
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY

IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon

REAL

MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
HAVE HIGHEST RECOMMENDATION
8. A. DavH, 827 Washington St., Connersvillei
Ind., ia in his 85th year. IIo writes us: "I have
lately suffered uiuch from my kidnejs and bladder I had sever· backuchesaud my kidney action
was t<>o frequent, causing me to lose much sleep
at night, and in my bladder thoro was constant
pain. I took Foley Kidney Pills for some time,

StsM

and hoi now free or all trouble and uçain able to
be up and around. Foley Kidney Pius huve my

highest recommendation."

ESTATE

S. E.

FOR SALE

NEWELL

PARKER'é

Πμτιιμ

■Κ: .BHnw

PARIS TBI'*T CO.VPANY,
Part·, M a La·,
July M. Mil.

I!

In Ihe District Court of the United .States for the
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
DANA C. PHILBROOK, J In Bankruptcy
)
of Bethel, Baukrupt.
To the creditors of Dana C. Phllbrook In the
County of Ο χ font aud district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that un the 26th day of
Aug.. A. D. 1911, the said Dana C. Phllbrook wa·
>luiy adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of Ida creditor* will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, South
Parla, on the 20th day of Sept., Λ. D. lull, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
tai·) creditors may attend, prove their claim»,
appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt, and
transact such other buslneea aa may properly
come before said meeting.
South Parla, Aug. X. 1911.
Walter l. gray.
Itrferee In Itankruvtcy.

Mouth

GE<>. R. MOBTON, President.
JOHN B. ROBINSON, Vice-President.
CEO. C. FERNALD. Treasurer.
ALTON C. WHEELER, Secretary.
Director»—Geo. R. Morton, Wu. J. Wheeler,
Ceo. M. Atwood, N. Dayton KoUter, Alton C.
Wheeler, Lewi· C. Bate·, Sumner E- Newell,
John B. Robinson, George W Cole, Jr., William
P. Potter, Wtnflekl S. Starblrd, Frederick A.
Beldner, Geo. C. Kernald.

Organized July 30,1908.
LIABILITIES.

Capital stock
Surplus
Undivided prollta.
Demand deposits.

Demand certificates of
Due to other banks
B11U payable

ΛII rend y to
do your

L. M.

and

UMÂM
941.38
1,346 04

CURE

with

tUMMJtt

....

NORWAY. MAINE

THC

LUNGS

Dr.

FOR C8ÛSi·8

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

•189,603.67
ROBERT r. DUNTON.

SATISFACTORY

KOVXT REFUNDED.

Bank Commissioner.

00 YEARS'

Patents

Engines

King's
New Discovery

10,000 00

EXPERIENCE

LONGLEY.

Also

kill™· couch

2,916.49

RESOURCES.
$44,780.79
Loans and discounts.
Loan· on mortgagee of real estate—. 32,320 00
-4 SB
Overdraft·
70,0*7 SO
Bond·
6.300.00
res
and
tlx
tu
Furniture
3,ΐ·34.7β
C-eh on depoelt
8.360.74
Cash on hand

Plumbing Material.

Install Gasoline Pumping
for Water Supply.

2,000.00

—

Plumbing

With the Best of

fflo.oou oo

depoelt.........

■

NOTICE.

Agency, Ij

Condition

and beautifies

I
lo*ttnan« (rovtiL
rail· to BMtor· Oray 1I
Hair te It· Touthful Color.
Can· ftp diwiin a hair tailing
Ox.aad tLUU at DrugiO»
PromotM

Farms foi Sale.
Euj Term· and Low Price·.
•a Acre· la South Gray, near good neighbor·,
On line
good water, near church and tchools.
A great chance to keep hen·
new electric road
Portland.
mllee
to
and raise small fruits,10
IS Acre· In Yarmouth, on bank of Royal River,
good street just out of the village, good
orchard, two good hen houses, fine shade tree·,
good lawn, cottage house six room·, best of
water, near steam and electric car·, schools and
churche·, 1 in lie to the wa. A pretty place.
on

Beat of neighbor·.

Scientific American

A haadaomely lllwt»at*d weekly. Lanraat etrcnlaUon of any «otenufle tournai. Term·. 93 a
year : four mouth·. $L Sold by ail Mwsdealen.

leSSKVTSSBl!1

What proverb <» pictured?
No. 1468.—Anagram.
Ton* Just Thome Sho»>- On.
Upon the bosom of time's flowing rive»
A fltful shadow play· as un It gona.
Imperfectly reflected, and thus ever

It passes, but metbinks It swiftly flows.
The voices of the birds nnd beasts but

thunder
With a love betokening tone

From the forests and theli zone.
Depression
Oblivion la not her*.

4 Acre* lost oat beautiful village of Yarmouth,
Almost new
electric light In front of the houae.
building·, best of spring water la the house,
«or a man
fine
chance
A
handy to everything.
with a little money to keep hen· and work In the

lies

u-prone.

raised strain of love and Joy and wonder.
Which loud In exultation always prow.
Kendlng the note of cheer unear and yon-

A

HAIR BALSAM
the hab.

198—PINK. HEMLOCK, SPKirCK, KIR.
MAPLE, BKE( M ; all gra 'es of timber product,
also nix to seven hundre»l cords pulp wood
standing; dairy; produces Urge amount of hay,
estimate-1 tso ton* ttf present; 200 bearing apple
trees, cranberry bog, large annual ylrld, smooth
Held·», handy to market and onlr i 1-3 miles to
West Parts. Eight room house, closets hard
wood floors, split stone cellar; best spring water
runs to all buildings, recently Installtd; one
barn Uxs), another 30x40, «llo, carriage and

Statement of the
of the

South Paris.
Parle.

NOTICE.

No.

NORWAY. MAINE.

4

The subscribers hereby give notice that they
have been duly appointed executors of the laat
will ami testament of
PERLEYu HARTFORD late of Lovell,
in the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
All persons having
bonds as the law directs.
'lemamls against the estate of said deceased
for settle
are desired to present the same
inent, and all Indebted thereto are requested U>
make payment Immediately.
GEORGE Β DENNETT,
GE< >RG1 ANNA B. DENNETT.
Fred'k H. Harford, Agent.
36-38
August 13th, mi.

No. 1SS. We are now offering a nice smooth
locality
Uplaii'l (arm of 200 acres. In good nearby
anil within two miw- of railway and mille; 13
Parte.
South
drive
to
minute·
4.1
mile to school;
4®a»-re-< ->aiooth clean flelds In tillage; 40 acres
wocxl lot; balance pasture an I woo«l. Will cut
70 tons hay. Larve maple orchard with sap
house, new evaporator, buckets, all complete.
Average viei l ITS gallon* maple syrup.
34)0 corda palp ami hard wood. Barn 38x60,
split stone cellar; 12 foot Unter for A· head; silo;
hay fork. Mou»e 1 1-2 stories 8 room·; carrtage
house, sheds, all connected with baro. No better
opportunity to ««cure a tlrst ciass farm. #3,100.U).
Easy terms.

The Dennis Pike Real Estate

JtfCO.,
CO..

A. E. SHUKTLKFF

stable storage; also a second cottage house of
Ave rooms uear flrst building, all «handy for
•unituer boarder· or two famille·. This farm
has from two to three hundred acre· located
near a thriving village, dally mall, telephone service, cream collect*··! ; near to neighbor·. Tituber
and woo·I alone will pay for farm. Ketter Investigate before crop· are harvested. Price
Part can remain on mortgage.
t ·"

to

PEOPLE and for WOMEN.

MAINE.

NORWAY.

No. 14€7.— Rebua Puzzle.

KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE

and clean

Corner Main and Danforth

Is to have lost something: my 12 0 10
is what we must do to decipher this
puzzle: ray 1 1ί 21 Is seen lu print mid
le u small mark; my 11 17 18 19 20 is
u vision: my 13 14 1H we do before we
sleep; my 2"J 23 24 Is on your garment

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

Chas. F. Ridlon,

34-7

Maine.

Paris,

TONIC IN ACTION

up stock.

3Mf

Hathaway'· Shop,

Foley Kidney

—

Carpets

Wool

No. 146S.—Numerical Enigma.
IA well known quotation.)
My 15 4 a Is a measure; uiy 5 0 7 8

Η. B. Eaton,

E. P. CROCKETT,

der
The meadow feels the wnrmth and rain
and dew
The rose uplifts to heaven, and God
a-throne
With low and life bids his )oy renew
As spring doih pass avvuy yet with de-

lights

anew.

Puzzledom.
1455.
Concealed Mountains:
Να
Heela. Atlas. Nebo
No. 14ΓΛ -Charades: 1. "Don't give
2. Con. tent. Ed—conup the ship."

Key

to

—

tented. 3. Pel», shun—pension.
Hidden Musical instruNo. 1457.
Piano, organ, ha η jo. zither,
ments:
mandolin, drum. lyre. horn, splnnet.
cello.
No. 145&—Curtailings: Tall-or. bay-on.

gaunt-let
No. 1459.—Primal Arrostlc: Shelley.

Cross

Words:

Sword,

heron,

eland,

lyres, elbow, yacht.
No 14·*».
Syncopations: Rainbow.
3. Bra-l-d.
'J. Hn-A-d
1. (Mt-npe.
lotus,

gossip

children

or

Once a great king cuuiv to th··
sad
palace, who tried to change the

smile.

expression

on

Princess

Florentine's

1,200 francs.

/

Your money will be

Payment by

check

kept

in absolute

security.
provides indisputable re-

in the form oï your returned cancelled

ceipts

checks.
We offer the services of

ESTABLISHED

strong, sound National

a

1872

Bank to the small
as

the

as

well

large depositor.

^iTchildren

reme®beiiiti*tnî

ΤΗΒ KINO CAM· WTO THR

CHAMBEB.

countenance: but lo, when be catre
Into her glorloua chamber bis own
face changed to sadness when be had

but gazed Into her sad blue eyes, eo
be could do nothing but leave the room

Instantly.
It

was

said that when Florentine

born elbe was cursed by a wicked
enemy of her mother, who In reullty
was a witch, and this curse. Floren
tlna's mother eald. was that "the beautiful princess would never smile or
was

laugh until

the

wicked

witch

killed·"

Many miles from the palace

poor peasant
peasant had three sons.
lived

a

family.

was

are

brought up

well-mannered

Ϊ»Γίο»οο,

to be

polite,

The yoanitest was considered the most foolish of
all and was usually called "Duncy.
This Duncy would never cry. no matter what happened, but would always

laugh.

One day his brothers wished to go
and seek their fortunes and the father
gave each enough of his small quan
tity of gold to last for only a short

topatalnlfo;;

perfect safoty.
Saturate

same stream.

pieces

"Yes, sir," he answered, "I s'pose I
will some day, but I b'lieve I'd rather
stay small and ketch a few fish."
BEFORE YOU REACH THE LIMIT
of

physical

all

kidney,

endurance and while ynur

condition is still curable, take Foley
Kidney Pillp. Their quick aotlon and
positive results will delight you. For
backache, nervousness, rheumatism, and
bladder and

urinary

troubles.

A. I. Shurtleff Co., Soath Paris; S. E.
Newell Λ Co., Pari·.

He—Did yoo ever try tbe absent treat
ment, Μ its Oussie?
She (brightening)—No, but I should
love to. Can't you give me » trial of it
now?

Running up and down stairs, «weeping

and bending over making beds will not
make a woman healthy or beautiful.
She must got out of doors, walk a mile
or two every day and take Chamberlain's
Tablets to Improve her digestion and
regnlate her bowels. For sale by all

dealers.

"Yon say Oarston made a complete
confession? What did he get—five

years?"
"No; 150. He ooofessed
tine·."

to the maga·

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Will reach yonr individual case If you
have any form of kidney and bladder
trouble or arlnary irregularities. Try
them. ▲. E. Shurtleff Co., Soath Paris;
3. E. Newell & Co., Paris.

Serving Soup.

nnylKxly

were

M OP YOUR STOMACH

good

Millinery
reduced

prices.

bargains in

some

Millinery— Fancy Goods
SOUTH PARIS. MAINE.

without taking any chances whatever.
get an outfit today, read the simple
instructions, give it a fair trial and then

if yon are not willing to say that it is
the best remedy for catarrh you have
ever used Cbas. H. Howard Co. will
gladly return your money.
A complete HYOMEI outfit costs but
37-9
$1.00 Extra bottles 50 cents.

An

Interlocking9

U. S. Cream Separator

Easy to Get Rid of

alongside any other cream separator,
separators, will outskim them all, will run easier,
will wash up quicker, and will give more satisfaction right
put

Dandruff.

on

your dairy floor

or all other

Dandruff means that down near tbo
roots of your bair there is a vast army
of little invisible germs or microbes.
And tbis army never sleeps; it wages
It
a war of destruction night and day.
destroys tbe nourishment that tbe hair
must bave in order to grow vigorously
aod abundantly.
PARISIAN SAGE now sold all over
America will destroy these germs and at
tbe same time furnish tbe hair roots
with just the proper nourishment to
make bair grow lustrous aud luxuriant.
PARISIAN SA6E is guaranteed by
Cbas. H. Howard Co. to banish dandruff,
stop falling bair and Itobing scalp or
It is a delightful hair
money back.
dressing that wius instant favor with refined women. Sold for only 50 cents a
large bottle by Chas. H. Howard Co. and
druggiste everywhere. Girl with Auburn
37-0
hair on every carton and bottle.

from the start.
If we can't prove this, you should buy another kind
If we can prove this, you should buy the U. S.

WÊÊÊÊ^SSÊÊÊÊÊmm

We sell 'em,

Yon need one.

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE

T. M. DAVIS. AGENT.

L S. BILLINGS

SES

m

of AU Kinds for
Building Purposes.

Lumber

1911

1804

Hebron

MAINE.

MRS. L. C. SMILEY,

Just

Prepares thoroughly

(or all

Apple Barrel Heads, Flooring, Sheathing,
I am the ONLY AGENT here for Faroid
other makes, but Paroid is the best

colleges

Roofing.

etc.

There

are

and scientific schools.
College, Classical abd English courses.
Location ideal for high mountain air,
pure water and quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.

L. S. BILLINGS, South Paris, Μθ.

Fall Term Opens Tuesday, Sept II, 1911.
Catalog on requeet. Address the prinW. E. SARGENT, Litt. D.,
cipal,
32-37
Hebron, Maine.
PROBATE

Roofing, Shingles,

OUR SPECIALTIES-Paroid

Academy

C. E. TOLMAN & CO.,

NOTICES.

To all persons Interested In either of the estate*
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Cou"t, at Parle, In \ acatlon, In
and (or the County ot Oxford, on the twentyllfth day of August, In the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred ana eleven. The following matter navlng been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It la hereby
OKDEKE»:
T'. -t notice thereof be given to all persons Interested by causing a copy of thle order to be
published three aweeks successively In the Oxford Democrat, newspaper published at South
Paris, In said County, that they may appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Paris on the
third
of September, A. D. lull, At !» of
the clock In Che forenoon, and be beam thereon
If they see cauae.

Pythian

Block,

SOUTH PARIS,

New Baxter

INSURANCE,

mk.

Building,

PORTLAND,

me.

PIANOS & ORGANS.

STANDARD
SEWING

Tuesday

Frank E. Berry late of Parts, deceased;
petition that Fre<i L. Berry or sumo other suitable person be appointed as administrator of the
estate of said deceased presented by said Fred
L. Berry, brother and heir.

MACHINES.

Adalbert Delano late of Canton, deceased ;
final account presented for allowance by Kert
A. Delano, one of the executors.
Adalbert Delano late of Canton, deceased;
petition that an order to distribute balance remaining In his bands may Issue, presented by
Bert A. Delano, surviving cxecutor.

Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,

ADDISON E. 1IERRICK, Judge of aald Court.
A true copy—attest :
ALBKltT D. PARK, Register.
35-7

South Paris-

Honorable County Commissioners for the
County of Oxford
undersigned John A. Putnam of Peru,
Maine, respectfully represents that public convenience and necessity r< quire the location of a
town war In said Peru hereinafter deacrlbed,
and on the 2d day of September, 11*10, he peti-

To the
The

tioned the municipal officers of said town of
Peru to lay out said town way, a copy of which
petition Is aa follows :
"To the Selectmen of the Town of Peru :
The undersigned Inhabitants of the town of
Peru, respectfully represent that public convenience an-i necessity require the location of a
town way In said Peru as follows :
From a point opposite Charles J. Howard's
bouse to the road leading from the main road to
A Ivab Curtis' dwelling house.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that after due
notice and hearing, said nay may be laid out, In
sccordance with tne provisions of the law.
Dated this second day of September, A. D.
1910.
"
Signed by John Λ. Putnam and others
And your petitioner further represents that
said municipal officers of said Peru have unreasonably neglected and refused and still unreasonably neglect and refuse to lay out aald
town way as prayed for In aald petition.
W berefore he petition your honorable board
to lay out said toWn way In said Peru as follows:
From a point
opposite Charles J.
Howard's house to the road leading from the
main road to Alvah Curtis' dwelling boua<!, and
prays that after due notice and hearing aald way
may be laid out by your honorable board in ac·
cordance with the provisions of law.
Dated at Peru this twenty-sixth day of May,
A. D. 1911.
JOHN A. PUTNAM and others.

asked to suggest
why the soup plate was made broad
and shallow the almost certain anewer
wonlil be that such an arrangement
facilitate»* the cooling of the soup to a
temperature comfortable to the mouth.
We believe that utilitarians drink tea
out of a saucer for the same reason.
While that may be the explanation of
the peculiar shape of the soup plate,
the advantage Indicated is surely In- [SEAL.]
STATE OF MAINE.
significant compared with the obvious
COUNTY OF OXFORD, es.
disadvantages which may probably Board
of County Commlaalonera, May session,
arise from exposing so large a surface
1911: held by adjournment Aug. 8,1911.
UPON the foregoing petition, satisfactory eviof nutrient fluid to the air. Soup
dence having been received that the petitioners
should be served in a cup, a low broad are responsible, and that Inquiry Into the mérita
of their application la expedient, It is Ordered,
is
bewhich
teacup, aud the method,
that the County
Commlaalonera meet at
coming more usual. Is hygienic. Too the Poet Offloe at West Peru, In s*ld County,
on
the Slat day of Octolxr, 1911. next,
deep a vessel would be an error on the at Tuesday,
ten of the clock, A. M
and
thence
other side. Its advantages would be proceed to view the ronte mentioned In said
We petition; Immediately after which view, a hearcanceled by Its great drawback.
ing of the parties and their wltnesaes will be
should miss some of the delicate fla- had at some convenient place In the vicinity
and such otnr measures taken In the premises
Lancet
vors of the soup.—London
aa the Commissioners shall
Judge proper. And
It la further Okdmid, that notice of the time,
and purpose of the Commissioners' meetng aforesaid be given to all persons and corporations Interested, by causing attested copies
of aald petition and of this order thereon to be
served upon the Clerk of the Town of Peru In aald
County and also posted up In three
And Oaf, Sourness, Dlxzlness, head- places in said town, and published three public
weeka
successively in the Oxford Democrat, a newsache# and Bad Dreams WUI Oo.
paper printed at Parts, In said County of Ox·
ford, the first of said publications, ana each of
If jou really want a clean, sweet, pure the
other notices, to be made, served and posted,
stomach, free from gas, sourness and at leaat thirty days before
said time of meetdistress, go to Chaa. H. Howard Co., ing, to the end t&at all persons and corporations
then
and
MI
there
box
of
O-NA
a
60-oent
and
may
appear and show
to-day
get
If any they have, why the prayer of
Stomach Tablets.
•aid petitioners should not be granted.
Take these little tablets acoordlng to
Attest .'—CHARLES F. WHITMAN. Clerk.
A true copy of said Petition and Order
of
directions, and If at the end of a week Court
thereon.
you are not brighter, stronger and more
A Tim
CHARLES
F.
WHITMAN, Clerk.
just say so and get yonr money
If

Mrs. Gabb—I've bad that parrot two
years and It bat never said a word.
vigorous,
Mr. Gabb—Why don't yon give it a back.
of
ohance?
By tacking large pieces
pasteboard
For heaviness after eating, eructation,
to the oellar joists directly io front of
beartbarn and that distressed feeling,
the shelves, a clean, dark plaoe for
If yon knew of tbe real value of ΜΙ*0·ΝΑ Stomaoh Tablets will give
oanned fruit is made.
Chamberlain1· Liniment for lame back, relief in five minutes.
and
Urge box of MI-O-NA STOMACH
If the oellar stairs are not well lighted, ι toreneeeof tbe muscles, sprains
neve* wish TABLBT8.50 eents at Chas. H. Howard
wonld
rhenmatio
yon
pains,
the
whit·.
This
will
bottom step
give· them. A. E. Sburtleff Co., Booth paint
87-0
Go.'s and druggists everywhere.
U) be without It For sale by all
save mftny «η unfortunate mlaatep.
Paris; S. E. Newell Λ Co., Perie.
when gathered. This U especially
for lettuoe and celery.

Nearly every reader of tbe Democrat
has read about HYOMEI, but many of
them continue to suffer from catarrh just
because tbey do not exactly understand
just what HYOMEI is.
To these sufferers Cbas. H. Howard
Co. says you don't have to know anything about HYOMEI except that you
breathe it and that it does not contain
cocaine or opium or any harmful drug.
You can find out about HYOMEI

there
This

BANK

Shirt Waists and Underwear.

About Hyomel
at Chu. H. Howard Co.'»

Risk.

time. The two went together. Imag"Father," said the beautiful daughter
bnt for all that
of the American millionaire, "I wish ining great fortunes,
ate to their parents, they will be greatly
were made servants for the king
you would explain to me the difference they
helped toward refinement and success in between a baron and a baronet,"
One day Duncy heard of the princess
life
They will understand that to be
"I don't know, exactly," be replied, who would never smile, and asked his
self-assertive, aggressive or familiar\ "but If it's goln' to be more than 1500,- father if he could go. but tbe peasant
shows a lack of good breeding, and as 000
you can just make up your mind only laughed. At last, to get rid of his
they will
that you'll have to take the one that
eon. he said, "You may go and I win
the early lioin. infloenc. "bioh trained oomes
cheapest."
them to be courteous, considerate
give you a gold piece so you can buy
Shake off the grip of your old enemy· enough food to last through your Jour
agreeable members of society.
Nasal Catarrh, by using Ely's Cream ney." Duncy was much pleased at bis
Hints.
Balm. Then will all the swelling and father's sudden change of mind and
soreness be driven out of the tender, inImmediately started out Now one
sneezÂ small block of wood covered with a flamed membranes. The fits of
thing Duncy could do exceeding y
ofas
and
the
will
cease
discharge,
piece of old carpet is excellent to rub off ing
will be well, and that was to shoot: he could
the range when through using it, and fensive to others as to yourself,
causes that produce it take such good aim that he
when
the
stopped
when
also makes a very good polisher
are removed.
Cleanliness, comfort and missed a bird or animal at which he
blacking has been applied.
renewed health by the use of Cream shot
Enamel oil cloth on the kitchen table Balm. Sold by all druggists for 50
One night while Duncy wa* yet trav
will wear twice as long if several thick- cents, or mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Wareling he grew rired and climbed up η
nesses of smooth newspaper are kept beren Street, New York.
Here he fell fast asleep.
tall tree.
neath it. Àn old magazine on the table
It'
You're rather a young man to be left About 10 o'clock he heard a grent
will save the oilcloth from losing its
In charge of a drug shop," said the fussy noise and saw a bird of fire allgli· on
enamel by contact with hot dishes.
old gentleman. "Have you any diplo- a branch not far from him. "lis. I)·1
When the kitchen table is of natural ma?"
screeched the bird. "1 am the wItt 1)
wood, a cut lemon rubbed over the
"Why—er—no, sir," replied the shop- who cursed the princess never to smile
surface gives a whiter, smoother board
man: "but we bave a preparation of our
and this she will never do until I. the
than when a scrubbing brush is used.
own that's just as good."
witch, shall die. and only he who kills
A simple way to separate eggs is to
have met with me can make the Princess Fiorlnrina
if
medicines,
Few,
any
small
break them, one at a time, into a
that has attended β mile." Uttering these ls*c words, she
funnel. The whites will pass through tbe uniform success
the uhb of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera vanished
and the yolks remain.
quickly from the branch
The remarkand Diarrhœa Remedy.
The next morning Duncy descended
How many housekeepers know that able cures of colic and diarrhœa which it
and made himself a fine bow
jelly is much clearer if strained when has effected in almost every neighbor- the tree
dune through a floe wire sieve or cheese- hood have given it a wide reputation. and arrow before nightfall and climbed the tree to wait for the bird. Bat
cloth into (he jelly glassee? This takes For sale by all dealers.
out all the scum, which the most careful
poor Duncy! When she came he was
"So your marriage has proved a dis- fast asleep, and Just as she vanished
skimming cannot remove when the jelly
is boiling.
he awoke. Aut was helplese. The next
appointment to you, bas it?"
"Yes, all except my husband's night she eu me as before, but Duncv
A favorite is pear conserve. Wash the
in
love
Christian name. I wae
was readv for her.
Instantly his ar
peel of one lemon and ono orange, cook with the name 'Raoul'!" always
until tender, turn off the water, chop the
row «hot directly at her. and she was
peel and add to four pounds of cored FOLEY'S HONEY AND TAR COM- killed· the enchantment was broken.
pears chopped through the meat grinder,
When he descended the tree the next
POUND.
three pounds of.sugar, the juice of three
morning he found at the bottom not
lemons, oue can of shredded pineapple, Still retains its high place as the best
one-half pound of seeded raisins, one household remedy for all coughs and the bird of tire, but the ugly witch lylarge orange and one cupful of water— colds, either for children or grown per- tag dead, with an arrow In her heart
Prevents serious results from a
This was not far from the palace,
two of water if the pears are notjuioy. sons.
All
Cook several hours very slowly. About a cold. Take only the genuine Foley's and in a day Duncy was there.
and
refuse
and
Tar Compound,
half hour before removing from the fire Honey
the king's servants laughed when they
South
A.
E.
Shurtleff
substitutes.
Co.,
add one pound of chopped meat nuts.
saw him going to the palace, but hp
This will keep well in a stone jar.
Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.
did not mind. Before he went to the
The tedious process of preparing fruit
Collector—Look here—tbe firm I rep- princess he was dressed In a beautiful
juice for jelly can be very much short- resent wants to know when you're going velvet mantle. As soon as he came
a
Place
colander
a to settle this bill.
ened.
over
Into Princess Florinttna's room and
wide-mouthed bowl or croak; put the
Debtor—Could I get a job with the ■he saw blm she began to smile and
jelly bag containing the pulp in this, firm you work for? My curiosity and laugh. 8oon the king heard her and
and gently force the juice through the their· seems to coincide.
came into tbe chamber, and of course
bag with a potato masher, instead of
The implioit confidence that many when he saw Duncy he knew every
hanging it up to drain. This can be
Colic, thing.
done with the frnlt quite hot by filling people have in Chamberlain's
Bo before long the princess married
the bag only about three-quarters full at Cholera, and Diarrhœa Remedy is found·,
that Duncy. and the wedding festivities
tbe
use
of
their
in
ed
on
a time; a slight twint at the lop prevents
experience
the
of
and
their
knowledge
the juice getting out and gives the work- remedy
lasted days and days. Even the poor
er a place to hold the bag steady.
many remarkable cures of colic, diarrhœa peasants had all they wanted, and the
and dysentery that it has effected.. For
land around tbe palace for miles and
To prevent dishes from slipping off sale by all dealers.
miles was covered with the most dethe ice when cooling in the refrigerator,
take two or three discarded fruit jar
"You'll be a man like one of us some licious sweetmeats And all the people
rubbers, and place them on the ioe; the day," said the patronising sportsman to shouted. "Long live the prince and
dishes may rest on these rubbers in a lad who was throwing his line into tbe princessr· Chicago Tribune.

respectful,

Also

If You Doo't Know

Try It

in

greatly

at

Catarrh Sufierers.

friends,

Fuchs.
Magnolias received the name
i»f Professor Magnol de Montpeller,
who first brought the beautiful trees
from Asia and America to France
Anemone means to tremble with the
wind. Lavender Is ho called because
the Romans put a spray of tt in the
The
water to perfume the hands.

Everything

PARI8. ME.

NATIONAL

NORWAY,

OF

Φ&οτηεάάΚ'

Rower Nam··.
The camélia was named from a missionary in the orient. KameL On his
return to France he brought with him
some gorgeous specimens of a flower
that he culled the rose of Japan. His

however, gave it his name.
Camélia. Dahlias were bronght from
Peru by Aqdre Dabi. Fuchsias were
named for their discoverer, Leonard

NORWAY

THE

S. RICHARDS.

80UTH

™ot£°r®°te

rPoom,
is8 proper

from tbe suffering and handicap
tbey bave placed upon themselves.
We cannot secure tbe desired results
in many of these cases, because tbe eyes
bave been strained and neglected so long
that lenses will not afford complete relief.
Call for examination now—don't put
it off until your trouble has become
chroDic and perfect sight impossible.

supper.

fault finding about food at table.
Latin word to wush 1s lava re.
Children should not be rebuked em
phatically at table. If they must be corA GREAT ADVANTAGE TO WORKrected, it may be done quietly.
Brothers and sieters should not in
ING MEN.
dulge in critical speeches or sharp homeJ. A. Maple, 125 S. 7th Street, Steutruths toward each other, nor shou d
benville, 0., says: "For years I suffered
from weak kidneys and a severe bladder
and
should
rise
daughter
trouble, I learned of Foley Eidoey Pills
offer a chair when the
and their wonderful cures so I began
a
chair
for
and
or
her
room,
procure
taking them and sure enough I bad as
place it in a good position, and do the good results as any I beard ab iut. My
name for any older person.
backache left me and to one of my busiYoung people should
ness, expressman, that alone is a great
is polite to allow their parents, elders or
advantage. My kidneys acted free and
truest· to precede them when entering or
normal, and that saved me a lot of misstairs
or when going up
leaving a
ery. It is now a pleasure to work where
to knock on the door of
It
it used to be a misery. Foley Kidney
before
one's
bedroom
any
entering.
Pille have cured me and have my hightheir
be
to
should
remove
taught
Boys
est praise." A. E. Sburtleff Co., South
hats promptly as soon as they enter the
Paris; S. E. Newell & Co., Paris.

of paper or cloth with
and put into the boxes or
F O-nnd. turpentine
5. Ta-B-le
tt
4. Brl-N g.
other places where furs or woolens are
8 W I ne.
kopt and moths will never trouble you.
It can also be used in closets and
COMMON COLDS MUST BE TAKEN
around the edge of carpets and you will
SERIOUSLY.
find no moth eaten places.
For unless cured they nap the vitality
Shave off the amount of paraffin yon
and lower the vital resistance to more
serious infection. Protect your children would put on the top of jelly, and put it
and yourself by the prompt use of unmelted into the glass. Then pour the
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound and hot jelly over the paraffin. This will
note its quick and decisive results. For melt and rise to the top, and form a
coughs, colds, croup, whooping cough, smooth coat. When the jelly is cool, it
bronchitis and affections of the throat, is ready to pot away. This saves time,
chest and Inngs it is an ever ready and and also the cleaning of a paraffin pan.
valuable remedy. A. E. Sburtleff Co.,
Before giving an alcohol bath to a sick
Sontb Paria; S. Ε. Newell <fc Co., Paris.
person make a mitten from an old
Friend—I auppoee It was hard to lose turkish bath towel and slip it on the
hand. It not only holds more molstnre
your daughter.
Father—Well, it did seem aa if it but there is no danger of scratching the
wonld be at one time, but abe landed patient with the nails.
thla fellow just aa we were beginning to
Some one may have a pink cotton or
give up hope.
linen dress in good oondltion, but badly
If so put a piece of tnrkey red
faded.
An article that baa real merit should
oheese cloth Id water, and boil till the
in time become popular. That such is
color is right. It will dry a bit lighter
the case with Chamberlain's
Cough than when
wet and will leave an even
Remedy has been attested by many color all over.
One-eighth of a yard of
dealers. Here is one of them. H. W.
cheese cloth Is more than enongb for a
Hmdrickson, Ohio Falla, Ind., writes,
dress. Navy blue oheese oloth may be
"Chamberlain's Cough Remedy ia the
nsed In the same manner to frsben the
best for coughs, colda and croup,and ia
color of a light blue drees. It Is best to
my best seller." For sale by all dealers.
try a sample of the material In the dye
"Miss Ethel Barrymore and her promi- to get the right shade, before patting in
nent young husband wiah to announce, the whole dress.
in ahort, that there has never been any
If the jaice of a lemon Is added to ft
quarrel between tbefti, and that It is
of cold water, and the wilted vegemade up now," says the Ohio State pan
tables allowed to stand In the water for
Journal, with a rare appreciation of half an honr
they will be as fresh as
feminine logic.

mill·. Will exchange tor larger farm·, vllllage
FOLEY'S KIDNEY REMEDY (Liquid)
or city property.
Is a great medicine of proven value for
F*. A. KNIGHT,
both acute and ohronlo kidney and bladBox 20,
der alimenta. It Is especially recomMAINE.
YARMOUTH VILLI,
mended to elderly people for Its wonder14tf
ful tonio and reconstructive qualities,
and the permanent relief and oomfort It

MIDIMIM» fOLmHONHHCAH

Jd,

lhly ïoT'or

a

that you have had enough music. Allow me to ask you to take a little supper with us." After a few seconds the
invitation was accepted, and Liszt and
Rubini entertained the audience to
supper at their hotel, which cost them

J« >™Por^in

It

My second Inhabits all parts of the earth.

and see the

'^Punctuality

Bad news or sad news should never be
revealed at table. Good manners require that there should

see

til.
My first Is mightier than the sword.
Whose strikes may add or diminish

On Porter Street. South Paris,

tssst^sgSS

not mini,. ID Ml.
scandal, remembering
get a large part of their
training by listening to conversation.

Of it you've surely heard.
"1 can't get out." said he.

CALL AT MY

They

THE

Norway National Bank

Ktal

When the guests separated the hosts
the affair bad been a joke,
thought
countenance make a good beginning tor
about which nothing more would be
heard, but they decided to give their
at meals
concert as advertised on the following
all well-regulated households. If detain
one should offer an apology when night. To their astonishment the hall
entering the rooim
was packed. There was not standing
Neatness in dress is an essential part room. The whole town had turned out
of refined living. Careless, slovenly aton the off chance of an invitation to

talk
that

my first's soft light;
My second Is α fish
Or heather, if you wish;
My whole, a talking bird.
Not often seen may be.

—

™odS.d, .imply by
Γ.&°« .oiïbTÎoroing

"BSÎ-SS

U.
Oft In the stilly night
You

Sf-

?alk

No. 1465.—Charades.
L
first
gathers lawyers and loafers:
My
My second's a queer kind of beast;
My third Is the basis of whisky;
My fourth must be female at least;
My whole has no i<ense of propriety
And sometimes eats foUs—for variety.

%

Μ.ίΪ Tnd

»£

Till next year, be ours
We should, with good reason.
Thank the Lord of the showers.

ONE

e'enrnde^at

Some-

Is useless, 'tis plain.
If food for the season.

AND A HALF STORY HOUSE, sulta
ble for either une or two rente. Nice stable
44 fe<'t long, 20 foot aililltlon for storage. Four
to five acres or good tillage land ami pasture (or
two cows. All In good repair and will be sold
Inuulre at
on eaay term*.
SOUTH PARIS SAVINGS BANK.
32tf

^PorU"ce

tire at home is unpardonable.
Pleasant conversation is an *cc°™·
pliebment, and should be practiced at
table s depressing.
Silence
One cannot expect to talk well in so
ciety if one does not cultivate the habit
of talking well « home. Tb«
ways pleasant, amusing, or interesting
things to relate in a day·, experience. If
when going about
one is observing
either on pleasure or business. The rest
of tbe family will eujoy hearing about
them. Others may be drawn out to talk
and laugh in happy fashion. Intelligent
about public or national eventsjis

at last.

But Idle complaining
O'er labor In vain.
As the season Is waning.

E

Desirable Stand For Sale in
South Paris.

Coal.

garnered

The yield Is but scanty.
Because July's TWO
Was scarcely more plenty
Than vanishing dew.

CALL AT ONCE.

Edgings,

Two

BOLSTER CO.

It

ssra. ί&ά «*"£%

No. 1463.—Hidden Proverb.
Tommy coos to walk with me
The dog will bark If cat he see.
And It Is hard to pull uway
The naughty dog that likes to play.
He catches mice when he sees them here
Vnd will watch and play. He's such a dearl

WE CAN SELL MORE

Cord Wood,

WITH

■"»({«J,

When

FOR

Depositor

a

address.

S'SB"pop.U,-«Hrt

■11

More loaves to the barrel means

today.

ordinary correspondence,
free to any

mailed

earl£

Milled from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat by our
own special process, it is richest
in nutritive qualities and goes
farther than most flours.

barrel

for

Become

vl.ible.iRn.of^ndnM.

the cook
who uses
William
Tell Flour.

a

views

The latest and most attractive
city,
of this prosperous and progressive
and with
in handsome colors,
them
using
no advertising to prevent
will be

oonventlonjl

Bread, cake and pastry better than ever
before, reward

economy.

Λη nrllcla in au Italian review conr.iiux nu interesting story of Liszt and
Rubini. the tenor. They were tearing
together imd visited a town where,
from the preliminaries which had been

THE SERIOUS
| reproduced
PRINCESS. ! absolutely

a
Write us today enclosing ofyellow
The beet piece to P«otioe good
L. F.
from a bottle
outside
wranper
'·
in
own
nere It In one'·
home,
Once tirer· lived In Penla a beauti- Atwood's Medicine or Bitters, and we
.habu
The
Acrostic.
1461.—Classioal
own
life
one's
No.
among
family.
urmuged. preat things were expected. ful princess whose name was Floren- ! will at once mail to you five Portland
All tbe words contain the same num- of being conrteoos should be onltivatea,
caïds. L. F. Medicine Co., PortBut they were disappointed, for when tlna. Her beauty was so Incompato
from
a
follow
wl.b
When rightly guessed not
ber of letters.
Maine.
the hall they foand only
it
entered
before
they
suitors,
well
to
or
merely
appear
rable that she had many
and written one below another In tbe form·,
or strangers, but becaoi
good tlfty persons present.
order given one of tbe rows of letters guests
Among these were great and Intellimanners are the
Rlbini was furious and said be woald
reading downward will epell tbe and unselfishness, end by oonetant prae
rnlers of neighboring kingdoms.
"You
gent
him.
calmed
not sing, but Liszt
Greek name of tbe god to wbom tbe
with her awhile
ticeonemay attain attractive
must 6lng." he said. "This small audi- But after conversing
Λ
Another
montb of Marcb Is sacred.
Apart from this ideal "Un^"
of musical they noticed that she never smiled or
is
ence
composed
evidently
1_
row will si>ell the Roman name of tbe fact that by becoming Mcaatomed
went
therefore they
connoisseurs of the town, so we should laughed. and
in life to perform the email acta of
game god.
pawtreat them with respect" Liszt set away unhappy.
nees and agreeabllity, they will be per
Crosswords: 1. The lover of Thlsbe.
the example with a grand overture,
formed unconsciously, promptly and
The king, her father, was growing
2. The godded of justice.
moet automatically, and
and Rubini sang to perfection. Liszt old and wished to see his daughter
8. Goddess of wisdom.
ino rnurteev and quick thoughtinineee,
gave another piece and then addressed happily married before he died, no he
4. The hero of tbe Odyssey.
the audience.
sent heralds proclaiming throughout
and acquaintaacee, and be at ease
Liszt as an orator was as tactful as his kingdom. "Whoever shall make
C
No. 1462.—Letter Enigma.
he had been |ln the role of pacificator. Princess Florentine smile shall marry
PENALTIES OF NEOLECT.
My first Is Id tea. but not In drink;
Many persons make tbe
his audience of fifty, he
Addressing
for
My second Is In p«n. but not In Ink;
mannere
who have neglected tbeir eyes
her and live In my palace." This set
nerving
pleasant
People
In
tree;
My third Is in walnut, but not
"Ladles and gentlemen"—there the noblemen thinking, but In vnin for
^ while they take ior «ranted that they said:
would gladly pay a compétent
years,
found
In
ns
the
same
Is
fourth
you
My
(or relief
was only one lady present—"I think
may be selfish, dull, sulky,
tried to make her laugh or ev<»n optometrist almost any price
they
my three;
is of
wbicb

Flour for

big

iknd the Trtat Proved a Fin· Ad. For
Liszt and Rubini.
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ment to

For Sale.

Green gray birch cord wood.
B. M. GREELY,
R. F. D. a, South

Pari·, lie·

\\

every

Proprietor·

owner.

If interested letius taJk with you.

ORCHARD GARAGE D1Sa

1000

AND

SUMMER,

Samples.

take your order NOW for the Latest
ind Best styles of Embroidered Swiss in white
Let

1

30H.E.

is a Line of Cars we>wouId earaesdy
recommend to be looked over, if you are
Û prospective buyer.
It is a pioneer and
built by a concern that has never faiied
to give honest value and fair, square treat*
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md,Colors, Tissue de Eté, Scotch Plaids, Merc
Waistings, Kimuer Silks, Soie Foulards.
In fact, it costs you nothing to look at 1000
New Spring Fabrics, at

MERRITT WELCH,
MORWAY,

_______
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